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EDITORIAL
With this issue, we introduce a new cover design for The Blue
Bill.
We are grateful to Kit and Robin Chubb for working with us to
adapt our Blue Bill logo for use in this new format.
As a tribute to Helen Quilliam, who has been involved in its
production from the very beginning, we have had the past 30 years of
The Blue Bill bound in six volumes with dark blue simulated leather
covers with gold print titles. These volumes will be in the Club
library as part of our permanent records.
In this issue, we have printed a lengthy and scientific article
by Dr. James Pringle of the Royal Botanical Gardens of Hamilton,
Ontario. Dr. Pringle is a frequent member of the summer workshop
staff at the Queen’s Biological Station at Lake Opinicon. His article
is on the ferns of the Kingston region and it gives an excellent and
detailed key to species and specific locations where they may be found
in our region. This article is a valuable addition to the natural
history literature of our area and I hope those members of the Club
who are interested in botany will find it instructive and helpful. We
thank Dr. Pringle for allowing us to publish it and we thank Adele
Crowder for assistance with proof—reading and with a glossary which
Helen Quilliam and I prepared for ourselves and for any other readers
who might find some of the terms difficult to interpret.
Helen and I wondered if there were members of the Club who might
like, to consider a day—trip to Lake~ Opinicon or Frontenac Park area in
the spring to try using Dr. ,Pringle’s information on fern
identification. If intereéted please telephone Helen (542—6211) or me
(542—4663) and we will try to airange.i~. We would particularly
welcome: the assistance of memb~rs. with bot~ñical knowledge.
Also in this issue are two letters,, p.24, from William Belton,
Chairman of the Pan—American Secizioñ of the International Congress for
Bird Preservation, thanking our Club for the money which we sent to
them from. the profits of the June,.. 1986, ICBP Conference and giving us
information on how they are using it. I know you will be pleased to
hear of these important projects. We welcome your comments and
suggestions at any time.
Faith Avis.
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ANNOTATED KEYS TO THE FERNS OF THE KINGSTON REGION, ONTARIO, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO OCCURRENCES IN THE VICINITY OF LAKE OPINICON.
James S. Pringle.
This paper is a guide to the identification of all known fern species in
the Kingston region, Ontario, as delimited by Beschel at al. (1970).
Occasional differences from earlier works on the flora of this region, in the
inclbsión or omission of certain species and in the names by which some are
designated, follow more reëent publications on ~erh distribution,
classification and nomenclature. Research for the Atlas of Rare Vascular
Plants Of Ont~ario (beIng published in lcjose—leaf :installments by the National
Museum’ Of Natural Sciences, Ottawa; cited as “Atlaá” in this paper) has been
especially ‘si’gn:Lfic~nt to refining our knowledge of the distribution of Ontario
ferns. Except for the inclusionóf’Camptosorus rhizophyllus in Aspleriium,
there are no departures from the classificatiOn and nomenclature in Britton’s
(1985) “Checkli~st of Ontario pteridophytes”. Synonyms are given from the
references familiar to Ontario naturalists, including Cobb’s A Field Guide to
tpe Ferns (Peter~on Field Guide Se~ties, No.10), Wherry’s The Fern Guide,
Fernald’s revision of Gray’s Manual of Botany, and Scoggan’s The Flora of
Canada,”and also from Lellinger’s récéntly püblshed A Field Manual of the
Fern~ All reports by Beschel at al. (1970) are accounted for.
Because reprints of this paper will be used in the Naturalists’ Workshops
at the Queen’s University Biological Station on Lake Opinicon, localities have
been noted where many of the species can be seen in the vicinity of the
Biological Station or at other sites frequently visited by participants in
t~iese workshops. It is not to be inferred from this emphasis that the
respective species are unknown elsewhere in the Kingston region.
Species are included here on the basis of specimens examined in the Fowler
Herbarium of Queen’~ University (QK), the herbarium of the University of Guelph
(OAC) and that of Eriiidale’ College, Universityof Toronto (TRTE), and on the
basis of recent studies of rare and probler~atic species in Ontario by
specialists. For any. questioàable report not covered by these recent
pttblications, the documentation has been given special attention during the
preparation of this paper. ‘Citations of occurrences in the vicinity ‘of Lake
Opinicon are base4~1.in most cases on the author’s experience as an instructor in
courses on ferns and as one of”the leádCrs’,of Naturalists’ Workshops at the
Biological Station.
To date, 48 species of true ferñsare known to occur in the Ontario
portion of the Kingston’ region, plus a few hybrids. There are probably a few
more yet to be discovere~1 especially in the northwestern part, which has
received less botanical attention than most of the region. Geologic,
topographic and soil maps may indicate possible unusual habitats where rarities
or range extensions might be found. Because of the frequency with which ferns
are misidentified, reports of rarities do require documentation. Note,
however, that only once is a root character used in a key in this paper and
then only as a supplement to frond characters.
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Adequate documentation of rarities can generally be effected with a frond,
or with a sterile and a fertile frond, collected late in the season, when
the son are well developQd, at which time the function of the fronds is
likely to be nearing its end. Rhizomes and roots can be left undisturbed.
Although reports of range extensions and rarities do require
documentation, this is not to be confused with frivolous depredation.
With those species designated “rare” in this paper, and with any species.
where only a small population is present, fronds should not be removed for
reasons of acquisitiveness, convenience of observation, or keeping one’s
hands occupied on field trips. Populations of species not rare in Ontario
as a whole but uncommon near Q.U.B.S., such as Oak Fern, are among those
requiring protection from both intentional depredation and accidental
trampling. One should also remember that a rare species is rare for a
reason or reasons, usually narrow and unusual habitat requirements. A
rare species is not likely to be “conserved” by removal from its natural
habitat to a garden or even to a pseudo—natural setting where that species
has not hitherto become established. Preservation of rare species usually
requires preservation of the habitats and communities in which they occur.
For-a~general•key to Ndrth American ferns and fern allies, with
modern species concepts and nomenclature, How to Know the ,Forns and Fern
Allies, ~y:~~Jo1~n T.Micke]. (Win. C.l3rown Co., Dubuque, 1979), is
recommeWdod~
Key to genera.
-.

1.

Sporangia not borne on the blade of a frond but instead on separate
fronds or divisions of fronds without blades; or sporangia concealed in
rour~dish, indurated, greatly reduced and modified divisions of fronds
highly unlike the green sterile fronds or pinnae ...2.

1.

Sporangia borne in son on the lower surfaces of green, more or less
flat blades of fronds; fronds or pinnae sometimes moderately dimorphic,
but, if so, the fertile ones not modified into round, capsule—lilce
divisions concealing the sporangia ... 6.
2. Sporangia exposed in simple or branched clusters, the clusters
lacking firm or indurated tissue and not persisting over winter;
annulus of sporangium poorly differentiated or none ... 3.
2. Sporangia concealed in modified divisions of the blade, these
divisions bccoming firm and capsule—like, the fertile fronds
persisting over winter; annulus sharply differentiated, forming a
ring around the sporangium ... 5.

3.

Fronds 1 per plant, those of the larger plants divided into a lower,
spreading sterile portion and an upper, erect fertile portion
(occasionally with the frond from the previous year’s growth persisting)
... 4.

3.

Fronds several per plant, arising in a radial cluster from the rootstock
Osmunda.
4. Sterile portion of the frond simple and unlobod ... Ophioglossum
vulgatum var. pseudopoduin.
4. Sterile portion of the frond lobed or divided ... Botrychium.

4.
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5.

Sterile fronds tapering to the base, divided into many distinct pinnae
Matteuccia struthiopteris var. pensylvanica.

5.

Sterile fronds widest at the base, deeply pinnatifid but not completely
divided ... Onoclea sensibilis.
6. Fronds simple, unlobed, attenuate and sometimes rooting at the tip
Asplenium rhizophyllum.
6. Fronds pinnate or deeply lobed, not rooting at the tip

...

7.

7. Sporangia borne along the inrolled margins of the frond segments, or
borne in linear son beneath indusia extending inward from the leaf
margins .(ferns seeming to lack sporangia even on the largest fronds,
having ternate fronds with revolute margins, will key out here). ...8.
7.

Sporangia borne in distinct (although sometimes crowded) son, the son
not marginal or, if so, then roundish or reniform ...l1.
8. Stipe forking dichotomously at the summit, each segment further
dividing, with.on~ segment of each division bearing pinnules, the
other continuing as a rachis ... Adiantum pedatum var. pedatum.
8. Fronds dividing otherwise

...

9.

9.

Fronds climorphic, the divisions of the fertile fronds narrower, with
more conspicuously revolute margins than those of the sterile fronds;
small plants, the fronds rarely over 2 dm long, growing in crevices
10.

9.

Fronds not dimorphic, large, the stipe alone generally well over 2 dm
tall and the spreading blade about as long; plants not growing in
crevices •.. Pteridium aguilinum var. latiusculum.
10. Fronds stiff, bluish— or greyish—green; pinnules and divisions of
the frond jointed at the base ... Pellaea.
10. Fronds soft .and delicate, green or yellowish—green; segments not
jointed at the base ... Cryptogramma stelleri.

11. Fronds tufted, up to 2 dm long, in the only locally common species with
the stipe jointed ca. 1—2 cm above the base, the fronds of the current
year rising among the evenly truncated bases of older fronds (in locally
rare species not jointed); son round, crowded; indusium surrounding the
base of the sorus, initially dome—shaped, soon splitting from the centre
downward into several triangular or hairlike segments •.. Woodsia.
11.

Fronds tufted, in rows, or single, often larger; stipe not jointed
above the base; sorus shape variable; indusiuiu, if present, not dividing
into segments from the centre downward ...12.
12. Fronds in radial clusters, arising from a short, stout, erect
rootstock; elongating rhizomes absent ... 13.
12. Fronds single or in rows or irregular clumps or patches, arising
from more or less horizontal, often long rhizomes ... 18.
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13. Pinnae of the larger fronds dimorphic, the fertile ones comprising the
terminal quarter or less of the frond; son densely crowded, nearly
covering the lower surface of the fertile pinnac ... Polystichum
acrostichoides.
13. Pinnae of fertile fronds not dimorphic; son not restricted to the
terminal quarter of the frond, nor densely crowded ... 14.
14. Son roundish, the indusium round, reniform, or quarter—spherical
15.
14. Son distinctly twice or more as long as wide, the indusium linear,
oblong, crescent— or J—shaped, attached along one side ... 16.
15. Indusium initially dome—shaped, soon opening on one side like a
bandshell ... Cystopteris.
15. Indusium reniform or round with an indentation on one side, the margin
lifting up all around except at the indentation ... Dryopteris.
16. Fronds simply pinnate, the pinnae not lobed more than halfway to the
midrib ... 17.
16. Fronds bipinnatifid or more finely divided ... Athyrium.
17.
17.

Fronds less than 3 dm tall; pinnac less than 2.5 cm long, rounded to
acute ... Asplenium.
Fronds over 3 dm tall; .pirlnae mostly over 3 cm long, strongly acuminate
Athyrium pycnocarpon.
18.
18.

19.

Fronds ternate ... Gymnocarpium.
Fronds not tc.rnate ... 20

Fronds deeply but simply pinnatifid, the lobes not secondarily lobed;
son large and round, often over 1.5 mm in diameter; indusium none
Polypodium virginianum.

19. Fronds.:distinctly pinnate, at least basally, or if merely pinnatifid,
then withthedivisions further deeply lobed; son narrowly oblong or,
if..roundish’,. smaller, with or without an indusium ... 20.
20. Son narrowly oblong, in lines along each side of the midvoin of the
pinnae and each of the lobes ... Woodwardia virginica.
20. Son roundish, not arranged as above ... 21.
21. Son marginal,, at the tips of teeth, the indusium opening at the top;
fronds tripinñátifid ... Dennstaodtia punctilobula.
21. Son not marginal, the indusium opening around the edge or absent;
fronds simply bipinnate or bipinnatifid ... 22.
22. Fronds distinctly pinnate; indusium present (but soon shrivelling and
becoming inconspicuous) ... Thelypteris.
22. Fronds deeply pinnatifid but with all or all but the lowest divisions
connected by continuous blade tissue along the rachis; indusium
Phegopteris.

6.
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ADIANTUM
One species in the Kins ton region.
1. MAIDENHAIR FERN. Adiantum pedatum L. var. pedatum. Fairly common in
rich deciduous woods. From a rock promontory on the NW shore of Lake
Opinicon, SW of Q.U.B.S., noted for the presence of Quercus muehlonber~ii
and Rhus aromatica~ a trail leads to Camp Red Cloud past the camp dump;
Adiantum podatum is abundant in a valley that extends NE from the dump.
This species is also in Arab Lake Valley, and a few plants can be seen
along the old road to Lindsay Lake.
ASPLENIUM
Key to species
1. Fronds simple, attenuate, sometimes rooting at the tip
rhizophyllum.
1. Fronds divided into distinct pinnac

...

...

A.

2.

2. Pinnae oblong, widest at the base, with a small auricle projecting
upward from the upper margin ... A. platyneuron.
2. Pinnae elliptical to àvate or obovate, tapering somewhat obliquely
toward the base, without auricics ... 3.
3. Rachis and upper part of stipe green

...

A.

3. Much of rachis and all of stipe dark brown

viride.
...

A.

trichomanes.

1.
EBONY SPLEENWORT. Asplenium platyneuron CL.) Oakes cx B.S.P.
Occasional on outcrops. At Q.U.B.S., it can be seen on the N side of
Sheep (Steele Briggs) Island. It is also present just N of the
interpretive centre at Frontenac Provincial Park, where the nature trail
emerges from Arab Lake Valley.
2. WALKING FERN. Asplenium rhizophyllum L. (Camptosorus rhizophyllus
(L.) Link.) Occasional on shaded outcrops, including several along the
Lake Opinicon Road. An especially luxuriant population can be so~n by
entering the Rideau Trail from the road link at the top of the hill just
SW of the entrance to Q.U.B.S., following it to the right (NE) past the
swamp to a sharp turn left (W), and looking on outcrops between this turn
and the crossing of the abandoned railroad.
3. MAINDENHAIR SPLEENWORT. A~plenium trichomanes L. Occasional on
outcrops, including several along the Lake Opinicon road end also on the S
side of Sheep Island, where it occurs with A. platyneuron.
Asplenium trichomanes, as circumscribed in most recent literature,
comprises diploid and tetraploid populations, as well as occasional
triploids, in North America a~ well as in Europe (Britton, 1964; Evans,
1970; Moran, 1982). In Europe, diploid and tetraploid A. trichomanes s.
lat. have been found to differ in a number of macroscopic characters.
Pinnae of the diploids are mostly alternate, suborbicular, and oblique to
the rachis, with the upper or distal margin often auriculate; the stipe is
reddish—brown; and the indusium is delicate and inconspicuous. Pinnae of
the tetraploids are mostly opposite, oblong, nearly perpendicular to the
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rachis, and rarely auriculate; the stipe is blackish—brown; and the
indusium is thicker and conspicuous (Moran, 1982, q.v. for other
differences).
Further study will be required to determine whether these differences
prevail in North America. The frequent presence of opposite, subopposite,
and alternate pinnules all on the same plant and often on the same frond
indicates that this character, at least, is not likely to be of much use
in distinguishing between plants of different pldidy level. However, as
would be expected, spore siz~ is correlated with ploidy level. Spores of
diploids are 29—36 micrometres (microns) in diameter, and those of
tetraploids are 34—42 micrometres (Moran, 1982).
Moran (1982) rcportod that diploids of this species were evidently
restricted to calcareous rocks whereas tetraploids generally occurred on
non—calcareous rocks. Ho considered the tetraploids to be the prevalent
race in the Great akes region and particularly in Ontario, with the
diploids largely being restricted to the Niagara Escarpment. They have,
however, also been reported from the Parry Sound District and the Ottawa
Valley. The only chromosome count thus far for A
trichomanes in the
Kingston region was from a tetraploid plant. Label data at QK and TRTE
indicate that A. trichomanes occurs both on limestone and on granite in
the Kingston region, so, if the correlation between ploidy level and
substrate does indeed prevail, both diploids and tetraploids are likely
present in the region. Chromosome counts and spore measurements from
populations on contrasting rock types in the Kingston region would be
interesting.
The diploid members of this complex have been dosignat~d subsp.
trichomanes and the tetraploids subsp. guadrivalens D.E. Meyer, but it
appears that the tetraploid race is in fact the nomonclaturally typical A.
trichomanes.
At the species level, it has been proposed to designate the
tetraploids A. trichomanes s.str. and the diploids, A. melanocaulon
Wilid. However, there has not yet boon sufficent research on the
correlation of ploidy level with morphology in North America, the origin
of the tetraploids, the relationship of JTorth American plants of each
ploidy level to their Eurasian counterparts, and th~ typification of the
name A. melanocaulon (which, by its meaning, would appear to have been
based on a plant with a blackish stipe). Therefore, it seems preferable
for the present to apply the name A. trichomanes in the broad sense.
4. GREEN SPLEENWORT. Asplenium virido Hudson. This species was
mapped from the extreme SE portion of the Kingston region by Sopor (1963),
and was reported from the New York portion by Beschel et al. (1970). It
has also been found in Ontario NW of the Kingston region, and should be
sought on outcrops in the northwestern part of the region. It resembles
A. trichomanes, differing in its thinner texture and often in having more
deeply crenate or shallowly lobed pinnac, as well a~ in its green rachis.
In some recent references, this species is listed as A.
trichomanes—ramosum, L. Other authors, however, appear consciously to have
rejected this name, which contravenes the spirit, if not the letter of the
International Code of Botanical Nomenclature.
An amendment to the Code

8.
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that will deal conclusively with this problem has recently (1986) been proposed
for consideration at the next International Botanical Congress.
ATHYRITJM
Key to species
1. Pinnae simple and unlobed ... A. pycnocarpon.
1. Pinnae deeply lobed or divided into pinnules ...2.
2. Pinnae not quite completely divided into distinct pinnules; son straight or
slightly curved, not crossing veinlets ... A. thelypterioides.
2. Pinnae completely divided into distinct pinnules; son mostly curved, the
largest often J—shaped and crossing veinlets ... A. filix—femina var.
michauxii.
1. NORTHEASTERN LADY FERN. Athyrium filix—femina (L.) Roth var. michauxii
(Spreng.) Farw.
augustum (Willd.) Presi, including varieties; A.
filix—femina (L.) Roth ssp. angustum (Willd.) R.T. Clausen.) Abundant in
deciduous woods throughout the region. Even sterile fronds are readily
distinguished from those of Dryopteris species by the outline, which is widest
well above the base of the frond, with the lower pinnae sloping downward (being
likened to skirts and thus associated with the common name). The typical form
of var. michauxii, with a green rachis, is often found growing with forma
rubellum (Gilbert) Farw., which differs in having a reddish rachis and
apparently also in having smaller, more widely spaced pinnae. Further studies
of variation in this species would be of interest.
The distinctions among segregates of the Lady Fern complex given by
Wherry in THE FERN GUIDE do not appear to be entirely reliable, in that the
flortheastern Lady Fern in our area generally has a relatively compact rhizome
with fronds produced in a vaselike cluster, rather than an elongating rhizome
like its southern relative. Neither the subarctic—subalpine var. sitchense
Rupr. nor the more southern var. asplenioides (Michx.) Farw. ~ asplenioides
) A. Eaton) is to be expected in the Kingston region.
.~

2, NARROW—LEAVED GLADE FERN. Athyrium pycnocarpon (Spreng.) Tidestr.
Uncommon and highly localized in Ontario, generally growing in rich, blackish,
ëalcareous soils in almost swampy situations, as in the flat bottomlands of
shady valleys. There are several populations in Frontenac Provincial Park,
~Lncluding one along the nature trail in Arab Lake Valley, which is, however,
upstream from that portion of the valley through which the nature trail passes.
3. SILVERY GLADE FERN. Athyrium thelypterioides (Michx.) Desv. Also
uncommon, growing in similar sites; associated with A. pycnocarpon in Arab
Lake Valley.
BOTRYCHIUM
Botrychium is generally regarded as a “difficult” genus. The differences
in “gestalt” that become evident to the experienced student of these ferns are
sometimes difficult to express unambiguously, and textural differences that are
evident in the field are often obscured by pressing and drying. There have,
moreover, been a number of changes in the classification of the grapeferns in
recent years, with several more species now being recognized in northeastern
North America than appear in Gray’s Manual.
The present study has made much
use of works by Warren H. Wagner, Jr., including his (1983) “Key to Canadian
Botrychium.” Three other species are known from the Great Lakes Region.
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Key to species.
1.

Sterile portion of frond generally over 5 cm long, broadly triangular,
ternately decompound, the primary divisions further divided into distinct
pinnules ... 2.

1.

Sterile portion of frond not triangular, simply pinnatifid or pinnate, the
primary divisions sometimes lobed or pinnatifid but not divided into distinct
pinnules; or if triangular, then usually less than 3 cm long (rarely to ~5
cm), not ternately compound, the primary divisions subentire to pinnatified
... 7.
2.

Sterile blade sessile, i.e., dividing immediately beyond the junction with
the fertile portion, and not separated from the junction by a stalk of its
own; frond not overwintering, the blade thin—textured, light green ...
vir~inianum var. virginianum.

2.

Sterile blade with a distinct stalk of its own, diverging from the fertile
portion of the frond near the base of the plant; sterile blades
overwintering, deep green year round or becoming bronze in winter ...3.

3.

All divisions of the sterile blade finely lobed, most of the ultimate lobes
linear—oblong, notched, with a single vein, often less than 1 mm wide ... B.
dissectum f. dissectum,

3.

Ultimate divisions of the sterile blade coarser, lanceolate to ovate or
orbicular, with several veins ... 4.
4.

Terminal segment of some or all major divisions of the sterile blade
oblong or lanceolate, not deeply lobed, often 3X as long as wide and
contrasting in shape and length with the lateral segments, or sometimes
none but the lowest pinnae even lobed ... 5.

4.

Major divisions of the sterile blade divided their full length into
relatively similar, roundish, ovate, or triangular segments~ the terminal
segments beyond the last deep lobing generally less than 3X as long as
wide and not markedly constrasting in shape with the lateral segments
6.

5.

Pinnules mostly ovate—oblong to elliptic, blunt or rounded at the apex, with
entire or irregularly crenate margins; blade not turning bro~ize in winter;
roots pale, non—corky ... B. oneidense.

5.

Pinnules ovate—triangular or lanceolate, acute, with denticulate margins;
blade turning bronze in winter; roots dark and corky .., B. dissectum f.
obliguum.

7.

6.

P~nnules rounded, with the margin shallowly crenulate to entire; sterile
blade flat when fresh ... B. multifidum var. multifidum.

6.

Pinnules angular and often acute, with denticulate margins; sterile blade
convex above and rugulose when fresh ... B. rugulosum.

Sterile portion of the front sessile, broadly triangular, with the pinnae
proportionately narrow, subentire to pinnately lobed ... B. lanceolatum var.
angustisegmentum.

10.
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8.

Sterile blade pinnatifid, with the lobes roundish, rhomboidal, or somewhat
fan—shaped, with several veins entering each lobe from the midrib ... B.
simplex var. tenebrosum.

8.

Sterile blade pinnatifid to pinnate or, on large plants, bipinnatifid, the
segments linear, lanceolate, or oblong, with a distinct midrib at the
base... B. matricariifoljum.

l.~ OBLIQUE. GRAPEFERN and DISSECTED GRAPEFERN (See formae below.) Botrychium
dissectum Spreng. ~0ccasional, usually in old pastures, clearings, etc.., often
in the company of, J.uniperus communis var. depressa, in rocky or sandy, acid
soils. At Q.U.B.S. a few plants have been found among birches and junipers
just inland from the trail to Cow Island. Most plants of this species are
forma obliguum (Muhi. ex Willd.) Fern. ( B. obliq~um Muhl. cx Wilid.; B.
dissectum var.. obliguum. (Muhl. cx Willd.) Clute), Oblique Grapefern. Forma
dissc.ctum,, Dissected Grapefern, is frequently represented by a few plants
among those of tht. more common form. Usually the two forms, although occurring
intermixed, are quite distinct, but intermediates are occasionally encountered.
2~ TRIANGLE GRAPEFERN. Botrychium lanceolatum (Gmel.) Angstr.var.
angustiseRmentum Pease & Moore. Rare in Ontario, known in the Kingston region
from Dog Lake, .Fitzsimmons Mountain, Hill Island, Landon Bay and the vicinities
of Gananoque and Quabin. Most records are from stream banks in mixed
hemlock—hardwood forests.
3: DAISY—LEAVED GRAPEFERN. Botrychium matricariifolium A.Br. (Spelling
required by the latest edition of the International Code of Botanical
Nomenclature,) Occasional, perhaps more common than the numbers of specimens
indicate, in woods and old fields. Plants die back completely after spores
ripen in earlysuminer; one or two small plants were once seen at Q.U.B.S. in
September, but. ordinarily all of the plants at this site have disappeared by
then.. This species grows in pine woods just north of the old fence b~.~.yond the
bridge to Cow Island; this population may be jeopardized by trampling, so
persons in these woods should watch where they step. Plants in this shady site
tend to be smaller than is usual in this species. Especially robust specimens,
i~ith distinctly bipinnatifid sterile blades, have been found in red
maple#trcmbling aspen woods and near the edge of Westport Bog. Ontario plants
are B. matricarijfoljum in the strict sense, var. matricariifolium of broader
species concepts.
4.

LEAThERYGRAPEFERN.
Botrychium multifidum (Gmel.) Rupr. var. multifidum.
(Includ≤ng var. intermedium (D.C. Eaton(Farw.) Fairly common in deciduous
woods. At Q.U.B.S. it can be seen along the trail to Cow Island, just after
the trail leaves the road. Distinction of var. intermedium by earlier authors
was based largely on plant size, but size variation is so great, with no
distinct categories and little correlation with geography, that all Ontario
plants arc now usually placed in var. multifidum, the only other variety being
western.
.
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5, BLUNT—LOBED GRAPEFERN, Botrychium oneidonse (Gilbert) House. B.
dissectum f, oneid~nse (Gilbert) Clute; B. multifidum var. oneidense
(Gilbert) Farw.) Apparently genuinely rare, although often misidentified
or not distinguished from B. dissectum ; generally in wetter sites than
those occupied by B. dissectum. In the Kingston region, known from
Bell’s Swamp and Green Lake (near Charleston Lake); also reported from
Hill Island (specimen not seen).
6,, RUGULOSE GRAPEFERN. Botrychium ru.gulosum W.H. Wagner. (“Unnamed
relative” of B. ternaturn (Thunb,) Swartz in Wherry’s Fern Guide; B.
ternatum sensu Mickel; included in B, multifidurn by Cobb, Fernald, et
al.) Only recently distinguished from B. multifidum (Wagner & Wagner,
1982) but evidently rare~ The oldest known collection of this species was
made by John Macoun at Castleton, just west of the Kingston region; the
s~con~ olde~,t lack.s good data, but was probably collected near Belleville.
More lecont rcccrds are from the vicinities of Lake Opinicon, Westport Bog
and Shigamau Creek near Tamworth and from two localities in Frontenac
Provincial Parke Generally at an earlier stage of development or spore
rnatu~atjon ttian 3. rnultifidum when th. two are found in the same
locality; appears thinner and lighter green in the herbarium.
7. LEAST MOONWORT. Botrychium simplex E. Hitchc. var. tonebrosus
(A.A.. Eaton) Ciaus2n. Uncommon but easily overlooked. Known from the
shore of Lake Opinicon (mainland near Sugarbush Island) and Big Salmon
Lake. The smallest plants of B
matricariifolium can be mistaken for
this species, so w-ien a plant appearing to be a small B. simplex is
discovered, the site should be searched for more representative plants.
MOONWORT. ~r~çhium lunaria ( .) Swartz, is a widespread but
uncommon spccies not reported from the Kingston region, although it may
yet be found~. It resemb].e~ large plants of B, matricariifolium,
differing in having semicircular pinnae attached to the rachis by a narrow
base, reminiscent of Gink~ leaves without the central notch, or the
blade of a mediaevai bdttLeaxe, This and the more northern B. minganense
Vict., ~n~Moonwort~ are illustrated in standard fern guides.
8, PATTLFSNAICE FERN, Eorrychjum virginianum (L.) Swartz var.
~r,~inianum,
Abundant in d~c~duous woods through the region.
CRYvrOGRA~1A
One species in the Kingston region.
1, SLENDLR CLIFF—BRAKE.
~~top,ramma stelleri (Gmel.) Pranti. Rare,
on moist, shaded calcareous outcrops. Recent records arc from Little
Salmon Lake, Harper Bay and Roblin Hell Holes; a population near the Lake
Opinicon Road SW of Q.U.B.S. evidently perished after trees were cut for
road widening, the site thus having become drier and less shady.
CYSTOPTERIS
Key to the species.
1.

Fertile fronds distinctly widest at the base, prolonged into long,
slender tips; buiblets borne along the rachis and occasionally along the
pinnae in late summer, usually on the lower side of the frond; veinlets
usually ending in the notches between the pinnule teeth ... C.
bulbifora,

12.
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Fertile fronds slightly narrowed toward the base, not prolonged into
long, slender tips; bulbiets absent; voinicts generally extending to the
tips of the pinnulo teeth ... C. tenuis.
1.

BULBLET FERN. Cystopt~ris bulbif era (L.) Bernh. Common in
calcareous regions, often but not always on rocky slopes. Present on
banks along the entrance road to Q.U.B.S.

2.

MACKAY’S
fragilis
outcrops
types or

FRAGILE FERN. Cystoptoris tenuis (l4ichx.)Desv. ( C.
(L.) Brenh. var. mackayi Lawson.) Common on calcareous
and rocky slopes, also sometimes associated with other rock
in non—rocky sites, generally in deciduous woods.

The alleged differences between C. tenuis and C. fragilis (L.)
Bernh. in the strict sense, Northern Fragile Fern, appear to have
been greatly overstated by lioran (l~61). In the ~ingston region,
specimens having the characteristic roundish, jagged, truncate
indusia of C. tenuis vary greatly in the proportionate width, degree
of lobing and basal truncateness/cuneatefleSs of the larger pinnules
and in frond texture, many corresponding well to descriptions and
illustrations of C. fragilis s. str. Obviously further study of
variation in this complex is needed.
Accepting indusial shape as the most reliable basis for
distinguishing between these taxa, C. fragilis s. str. appears to be
restricted to the northern part of Ontario, being most common north
of Lake Superior (D.M. Britton, pers. comm., 1986). The nearest
localities to the Kingston region from which definite C. fragilis s.
str. is known are Kanata, l4anitoulin Island and Wehbwood. A specimen
at TRTE from Darlingside, in Leeds County, apparently recently
identified as C. fragilis s. str., has been reidentified as C.
tonuis in this study, as have specimens at OAC from the Parry Sound
District. It is probable that all fragile fern in the Kingston
region are C. tenuis , although C. fragilis might be sought in the
northern part of the region. Specimens from Q.U.3.S., collected on a
rocky slope just S of Robinson Cottage, clearly show the
characteristic indusium of C. tenuis.
The only problematic specimen encountered in this study is Brassard
& Hainault’s no.2152, from Long Point, Prince Edward County, on which
some of the indusia are ovate with a single sharp point, much as in
typical C. fragilis.
This specimen is tentatively included hero in
C. tenuis because the indusium shape appears to be variable even on
a single frond; the plants evidently grew on soil, whereas C.
fragilis is allegedly restricted to outcrops; and the locality is
well S of the apparent range of C. fragilis. The morphology of the
frond is well within the range of variation observed for C. tenuis
in the Kingston region.
Ordinarily, the shape of the indusium is a useful character only
before and for a short time after it has dehisced. Later, the
indusium loses all indication of its shape and sometimes virtually
disappears, hence the recurrent misidentification of C. tenuis as
Woodsia spp. Studies of specimens at OAC indicate that C. fragilis
s. str. is considerably more uniform in its frond morphology than C.
tenuis
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LAURENTIAN FRAGILE FERN. Cyst~p1eris laurentiana (Weath.) Blasdell,
pro hyb.( C. fragilis var. laurentiana Weath.), is evidently derived from
past hybridization between C. bulbifera and C. tenuis but now
perpetuates itself as an established species. It has been found in
scattered localities in Ontario and may occur in the Kingston region. Its
greater resemblance is to C. tenuis, but its indusium is glandular, its
fronds are widest at the base and it occasionally produces buiblets.
DENNSTAEDTIA
One species in the Kingston region.
1.
HAY—SCENTED FERN. Dennstaedtia punctilobula (Michx.) Moore.
Uncommon in the Kingston region, although abundant farther east; known
from a number of scattered localities, including Jones Falls, Delta and
sites in Frontenac Provincial Park, but none in the vicinity of Q.U.B.S.,
despite considerable searching. Grows in sandy or rocky, well—drained,
relatively acid soils, often in the company of Juniperus communis var.
depressa. Shade forms of this species are sometimes confused with
Thelypteris noveboracensis but can easily be distinguished by the shape
of the frond, which does not taper to small pinnae at the base.
DRYOPTERIS
Keys to Dryopteris species must be read especially carefully, so that
pinnae are not confused with pinnules, pinnules on the lower side of a
pinna with those on the upper side, etc. This warning is even more
important with more comprehensive keys that cover additional species not
found in the Kingston region.
Key to the species.
1.

Lower surface of frond densely scaly and copiously aromatic—glandular;
frond definitely tapering toward the base; son crowded, the mature
indusia often overlapping ... P. fragrans.

1.

Lower surface of frond with sparse or no scales, glandless or, if with
minute non—aromatic glands, then with the lower pinnae not reduced; son
well separated ... 2.
2.

Frond bipinnate to tripinnate, with the pinnules prominently toothed,
the ultimate divisions strongly acuminate and ending in bristle—like
tips ... 3.

2.

Fronds merely deeply pinnatifid, the primary lobes not further lobed
or, if so, then either lobed less than halfway to the midrib or with
the ultimate divisions blunt; teeth, if present, blunt, acute, or
somewhat acuminate, but not bristle—tipped ... 4.

3.

Fronds deeply tripinnatifid or tripinnate, evergreen; first pinnule
(nearest the rachis) on the lower side of the basal pinnae shorier than
the second pinnule on the same side; indusia, rachis of frond, and
rachis of pinnae with minute stalked glands ... D. intermedia.

3.

Fronds less finely divided, not evergreen; first pinnule on the lower
side of the basal pinnae longer than the second pinnule on the same
side; glands absent ... P. carthusiana.
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4.

Son borne very near the margin of the lobes of the pinnae
marginalis

4.

Son borne distinctly in from the margin, usually nearer the midrib
of the lobes ... 5.

...

0.

5.

Fronds narrowly oblong for most of their length, up to 12 cm wide;
pinnae mostly broadly triangular, the basal ones generally less than 1.7
X as long as wide... 0. cristata.

5.

Fronds triangular or ovate proportionately wider, the larger ones
commonly over 12 cm wide; pinnae mostly lanceolate—triangular or ovate,
the basal ones usually more than 1.7 X as long as wide ... 6.
6.

Fronds large and proportionately wide, with the blade portion usually
30—60 cm long and 20—40 cm wide, definitely narrowed toward the base;
pinnae distinctly narrowed toward the base, the lobes somewhat
irregular in length rather than reduced evenly from the longest
toward both ends of the pinna ... D. goldiana.

6.

Fronds narrower, usually 13—20 cm wide (Occasionally to 25 cm),
scarcely or not at all narrowed toward the base; pinnae widest at the
base, tapering evenly rather than irregularly toward the apex ... 0.
clintoniana.
1.

SPINULOSE WOODFERN. Dryopteris carthusiana (Villars) H.P. Fuchs
0. austriaca (Jacq.) Woynar var. spinulosa (O.F. Muell.) Fiori;
0. spinulosa (0.F. Muell.) Watt s. str.) Abundant in mesic to moist
woods.

(

2.

CLINTON’S W000FERN. Dryopteris clintoniana (D.C. Eaton) Dowell.
C 0. cristata CL.) A. Gray var. clintoniana (D.C. Eaton) Underw.)
Uncommon, in moist woods. There are specimens at QK from four
localites in the Kingston region, none from the vicinity of Q.U.B.S.

3. CRESTED WOODFERN. Dryopteris cristata (L.) A.Gray. Fairly common
in moist to swampy, shaded habitats, often in the company of Alnus
rugosa.
At Q.U.B.S. this species can be seen at the head of Curtis
Bay and near the bridge to Cow Island.
4. FRAGRANT CLIFF FERN.
Dryopteris fragrans (L.) Schott. Rare,
growing on shaded cliffs, usually N—facing; known in the Kingston
region only from the vicinity of Big Salmon Lake, Frontenac
Provincial Park. The plants in the southern part of the range of
this species, including the Kingston region, have sometimes been
classified as var. remotiuscula Komarov, but the traits by which this
taxon was distinguished are now generally regarded as merely being
responses to the less extreme environmental conditions.
5. GOLDIE’S WOODFERN. D. goldiana (Hook.) A.Gray. Uncommon, in rich
woods, often in bottomlands along streams. Present in Arab Lake
Valley, although not in quantity; one plant was recently found by
Dowsley’s Pond Road near Lake Opinicon. Interestingly, this species
with the largest fronds of all Ontario Dryopteris species is one of
the diploids.
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6. EVERGREEN WOQDFERN.
Dryopteris intermedia (Muhl.ex Wilid.)
A.Gray. ( D. austriaca (Jacq.) Woynar var. D. intermedia (Muhi. cx
Wilid.) C.V Morton; D. spinulosa (O.F. Muell..) Watt var. D. intermedia
(Muhl. ex Wilid.) Underw.) Common in mesic woods, tending to occur in
somewhat drier sites than D. carthusiana.
MOUNTAIN WOODFERN. Dryopteris campyloptera Clarkson C D. spinulosa
(O.F.Muell.)Watt var. americana (Fisch.) Fern.; D. austriaca (Jacq.)
Woynar var. austriaca sensu recent manuals, perhaps not as to type), is
unknown in Ontario, the nearest localities being in the Quebec portion of
the Ottawa Valley, but it should be sought in Ontario, in areas where the
soils are acid. Unsubstantiated reports from the Kingston region are
probably based on luxuriant plants of D. intermedia.
Another member of
this complex, D. expansa (Presi) Fraser—Jenkins & Jermy, Northern
Woodfern, occurs in northwestern Ontario.
7. MARGINAL WOODFERN.
Dryopteris marginalis (L.)A.Gray. Abundant
in a wide range of habitats, including both acid and calcareous soils and
various degrees of shade, but not in swamps. Variable, being most
luxuriant in rich, noist but well drained soils, .on shady slopes, often
with Acer saccharun ; paler green fronds occur in less shady sites,. much
smaller plants on outcrops. On very large fronds, the pinna lobes
themselves may be lobed;.if the son are marginal at the sinuses between
the secondary lobes, they may appear non—marginal on the primary lobes,
and the plants may ~heref ore be mistaken •f or the rareD. filix—mas (L.)
Schott, Male Fern, which is unknown in the Kingston Region.
Hybrids.
Hybrids are especially frequent among Dryopteris species.
They are’ generally vigorous and quite as productive of son and s~orarigia
as the parental species, hut the spores are shrivelled., translucent, and
inviable. Few have been confirmed as occurring in the Kingston region,
although they are doubtless present:. Several specimens previously so
identified at QK areof’ small, juvenile, plants, which tend to have less
finely divided fronds’than matur.e plants (so that D. carthusiana ,for
example, might be mistaken for a hybrid with 0. cristata or 0.
marginalis; or are specimens collected before the fronds had fully
expanded, so that trie morphology is obscured and the development of the
spores cannot be determined. One of the most common hybrids, because of
the abundance and similar habitats of the parents, is D. X triploidea
Wherry ~ carthusiana X 0. intermedia; D. spinulosa var. fructuosa
(Gilbert).:Trudell’ of Gray’s Manual), for which there are records from
Brown’s Bay and the vicinities of Fitzsimmons Mountain and Lyn Creek
(TRTE), as well as a reliable report by Catling (1985b) from the vicinity
of the Cataraqui Marshes. Several specimens at QK and TRTE represent
another relatively frequent hybrid D. boottii (Tuckerm.) Underw., pro sp.
j~ cnist’ata K D. intermedia; the nearest locality to Q.U.B.S. is Lost.
Lake in Frontenac County.
Dryopteris X burgessii Bo~Lvin
clintonian’a
X 0. marginalis~ has been found at Brown’s Bay, near the castern
boundary of the Kingston region, and 0. X benedictii Wherry (D.carthusiana
X D..cljntoniana) has been found wth the parent species on Hill Island
(Sutherland specimens at TRTE). Donald M. Britton, an authority on this
genus, has identified a .specimen at QK from Collins Bay Bog, where
~
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both parent species are known, as 0. X dowellii (Farw.) Wherry( 0.
clintoniana )X 0. intermedia~ a relatively rare hybrid. Dr. Britton has
‘~iso identified a specimen from Leeds County as D. X pittsfordensi~s.
Slosson ~ carthusiana X 0. marginalis) (D.A. Sutherland, pers. comm.
1986; specimen not seen). Other hy.brids should be sought in the Kingston
region, with their hybrid status being confirmed by checking for abortive
spores.
GYMNOCARPITJM
Key to Species
1.

Blade and rachis glandular; first pinnule on the lower side of each
basal pinna about 1/4 as long as the rachis of that pinna; second
pair of pinnae stalked ... G. robertianum.

1.

Blade and rachis not glandular; first pinnule on the lower side of
each basal pinna about 1/2 as long as the rachis of that pinna;
second pair of pinnae sessile ... C. dryopteris.

1. OAK FERN. Gymnocarpium dryopteris (L..) Newm.( Dryopteris
disluncta )Rupr.) C.V. Morton, s.lat.). Fairly common, usually in
hemlock—white pine—northern hardwood forests, in more or less acid soils.
Uncommon around Q.U.B.S. Plants in Ontario south of the French and
Mattawa rivers are C. dryopteris in the strict sense, or ssp. dryopteris
when the species is broadly defined.
2. LIMESTONE OAK FERN. Gymnocarpium robertianum (Hoffm.) Newm.
(Dr’yopteris robertiana (Hoffm.) Christens.) Rare in Ontario, )cnown in
the Kingston region only from Ompah, near the northern boundary (Sarvela
et al., 1981; Atlas ). Restricted to calcareous soils.
MATTEUCCIA
One species in the genus or, if this is split,
then one species in the Kingston Region.
1. OSTRICH FERN.
Matteuccia struthiopteris (L.) Todaro var.
pensylvanica (Wilid.) C.V. Morton. ~ pensylvanica (Wilid.) Raymond;
Pteretis pensylvanica (Willd.) Fern.) Fairly common along streams and in
swamps in calcareous soils; absent from strongly acid soils. Near
Q.U.B.S. there are sizeable populations along the Dowsley’s Pond and
Lindsay Lake roads and at the junction of the Lake Opinicon and Rock Lake
roads; also in Arab Lake Valley, Frontenac Provincial Park.
A thorough ecological study of this species in Canada has recently
been published by Prange & von Aderkas (1986). They also survey the
literature on many aspects of Ostrich Fern biology, including studies
indicating that the fiddleheads of this species are “an excellent source
of nutrition” and are “neither toxic nor carcinogenic”. Where this
species is uncommon and where it is exploited commercially, there are
grounds for concern about overharvesting. Fortunately, Ostrich Fern can
be cultivated,’ as sizeable beds along the hotel driveways of Chaff ey’s
Locks indicate, and it often increases in numbers in cultivation.
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ONOCLEA
One species in the genus.
1. SENSITIVE FERN. Onoclea sensibilis L. Abundant in a wide range
of habitats, although likely to produce only sterile fronds in the drier
sites. At Q.U.B.S. plentiful along the shore of Lake Opinicon near Cow
Island.
OPHIOGLOSSUM
One species in the Kingston region.
1. NORTHERN ADDER’S TONGUE FERN. Ophioglossum vulgatum L. var.
pseudopodum (Blake) Farw. Evidently uncommon, although easily overlooked.
Known from several localities in the Kingston region; near Q.U.B.S., it
can be see~i at the edge of a swamp 3.6 km by road NE of the bridge at
Chaf fey’s Locks. This is a small population, which should not be
depredated by further sampling, and persons in the area should watch where
they step to avoid trampling the plants.
Largely on the basis of ploidy level (2n = 960 vs. 480 in 0.
vulgatum s. str,), some recent authors have chosen to recognize this
taxon as a species distinct from the European 0. vulgaturn; at this rank
it is called 0, pusillum Raf.
OSMUNDA
Key to species
1.

Fronds completely bipinnate, the pinnules well separated (usually over 3
mm apart) along the rachis of the pinna; fertile fronds with the fertile
pinnae terminal, sterile pinnae below ... 0. regalis var. spectabilis.

1. Fronds deeply bipinnatifid, the lobes of the pinnae contiguous; fertile
fronds either with fertile pinnae only or with the fertile pinnae at
mid—frond, sterile pinnae above and below ... 2.
2.

Fertile fronds normally with no sterile pinnae; sterile pinnae with a
tuft of hairs at the junction with the rachis; pinna lobes subacute
to acute ... 0. cinnamomea.

2.

Fertile fronds with sterile pinnae above and below the fertile
pinnae; no tufts of hairs at the junction of rachis and pinnae; pinna
lobes rounded ... 0. claytoniana.

1. CINNAMON FERN.
Osmunda cinnamomea L. Common in and around the
edges of swamps and in wet woods; at Q.U.B.S. plentiful along the edge of
Cow Island Marsh. Spores are dispersed by early summer and the fe~e
pinnae soon disappear but the remains of the rachis of the fertile fronds
can often be found unti. fall. Plants in relatively dry sites are often
small and sterile, hence the attention to characters of the sterile pinnae
in the key.
2. INTERRUPTED FERN.
Osmunda claytoniana L.
extending into drier habitats than 0. cinnamomea.

Common in moist woods,
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3. ROYAL FERN.
Osniunda regalis L. var. spectabilis (Wilid.) A.Gray.
Common in and around swamps, often in the company of Acer rubrum.
Present with 0. cinnamomea at the edge of Cow Island Marsh.
PELLAEA
Key to species
1. Stipe and rachis distinctly hairy; scales of rhizome greyish
atropurpurea.

...

P.

1. Stipe sparsely hairy, rachis glabrous, neither rough—hairy; scales of
rhizome reddish—brown ... P. glabella var. glabella.
1, PURPLE CLIFF—BRAKE.
Pellaea atropurpurea CL.) Link. Rare in
Ontario, most reports being based on misidentified P. glabella.
Known
in the Kingston region from Deans Island in Whitefish Lake, near Morton,
and reported from the vicinity of Charleston Lake (latter specimen not
seen); also known from three localities in Renfrew County, just N of this
region (Rigby & Britton, 1970; Brunton & Lafontaine, 1974; Atlas ; D.A.
Sutherland, pers. comm., 1986). Grows on outcrops, usually calcareous.
2. SMOOTh CLIFF—BRAKE. Pellaea glabella (L.) Mett. cx Kuhn var.
glabella.
~ atropurpurea (L.) Link vár~ bushii Mackenzie.)
Infrequent, on calcareous outcrops. At Q.U.B.S. this species can be seen
on a crystalline limestone outcrop near the diving board. This is a small
population; plants should not be removed.
P1-1EGOPTERIS
Key to species
1.

Lowest pinnae horizontal, longer than the pair imMediately above,
connected to the pair above by a narrow wing along the rachis ...
hexagonoptera.

1.

Lowest pinnae deflexed, shorter than and completely separated from the
pair above ... P. connectilis.
1. LONG BEECH FERN.
Phegopteris connectilis (Michx.) Watt.
(Dryopteris phegopteris (L.) Christens.; Phegopteris polypodioides Fee;
Thelypteris phegopteris (L.) Slosson.) Uncommon, in rich, moist woods;
present in Arab Lake Valley and at several other localities in the
Kingston region.
2. BROAD BEECH FERN. Phegopteris hexagonoptera (Michx.) Fee.
(Dryopteris hexagonoptera (Michx.) Christens.; Thelypteris
hexagonoptera (Michx.) Weatherby.) Rare in Ontario; recent records from
the vicinities of Little Salmon Lake, Upper Rock Lake, Collins Lake and
Jones Creek in the Kingston region (Atlas; specimens in QK and TRTE).
POLYPODIUII
One species in the Kingston region.
1. ROCK POLYPODY. Polypodium virginianum L. ~ vulgare L. var.
virginianum (L.) A.A. Eaton.) Common on rocks and in shallow soil over
bedrock, generally non—calcareous; abundant at Q.U.B.S. on outcrops just N
of Robinson Cottage. Polypodium vir~inianum in the broad sense
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consists of a diploid and a tetraploid race, as well as triploids
presumably of hybrid origin but now apparently reproducing by means of
occasional unreduced spores (Evans, 1970), and references cited therein;
Kott & Britton, 1982, for emphasis on Ontario). The tetraploid race is by
far the most common in Ontario; in the Kingston region it prevails almost
exclusively. Kott & Britton (1982) reported triploids at Mallorytown
Landing, near the eastern boundary of the Kingston region. In the present
study, a specimen of QK from Washburn Cliffs, Pittsburgh Township, was
found to have frond morphology characteristic of triploids, and the spores
were highly variable in size and shape, as would be expected in a
triploid. The predominantly Appalachian diploid race has not been
reported in the Kingston region but should be sought, as it has been found
at Smoke Lake in Algonquin Provincial Park and at several other Ontario
localities.
The fronds of the triploids differ from those of the tetraploids in
having proportionately longer lobes, which are usually subacute or merely
obtuse rather than rounded. The fronds of the diploids tend to have even
longer, more acute lobes and lacic the prolonged unlobed tip characteristic
of the tetraploids (illus. in Evans, 1970), and in Kott & Britton, 1982).
Because there are these macroscopic differences between the races, some
botanists proposed to recognize the tetraploids as F. vinlandicum Love &
Love and the diploids as P. virginianum. It has since been found,
however, that both of these names are typified by specimens of the
tetraploid race (Cranfill & Britton, 1983). Therefore, the tetraploid
polypody, which prevails in the Kingston region, is P. vir~inianum in the
strict as well as the broad sense.
POLYSTICHUM
Dne species in the Kingston region.
1. CHRISTMAS FERN. Polystichum acrostichoides (Michx.) Schott.
Frequent in deciduous or mixed woods, often on steep slopes. At Q.U.B.S.,
there are a few plan:s of this species near the N end of Cow Island. It
is abundant on the north—facing slope of the valley near the Camp Red
Cloud dump (See Adiantum pedatum.)
HOLLY FERN.
Polycstjchum lonchitis) (L.) Roth., a species of
calcareous habitats mostly farther north has been found at Apsley, a short
distance west of the Kingston region (Mills, 1985).
PTERIDUM
One species in the genus.
1. BRACKEN. Pteridium aguilinum (L.) Kuhn var. latiusculum (Desv.)
Underw. ax Hailer. Abundant in diverse habitats; most luxuriant and most
likely to be fertile in sandy soils with light or intermittent shade,
often with Populus grandidentata. At Q.U.B.S., fertile plants have been
found along the entrance road just NW of the Station buildings, near the
crest of a ridge.
THELYPTERIS
Key to species
1.

Fronds tapering strongly toward the base, the lowest pinnae generally
less than 2 cm long and less than 1/4 as long as the longest pinnae
T. noveboracensis.

20.
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Fronds not tapering strongly toward the base; the lowest pinnae more
than 1/2 as long as the longest pinnae ... T. palustris var. pubescens.
1. NEW YORK FERN. Thelypteris noveboracensis CL.) Nieuwl.
(Dryopteris noveboracensis (L.) A. Gray.) Frequent in hemlock—white
pine—northern hardwoods forests.
2. MARSH FERN. Thelypteris palustris (Salisb.) Schott var. pubescens
(Lawson) Fern. ~ thelypterioides (Michx.) Holub; Dryopteris
thelypteris (L.) A. Gray var. pubescens (Lawson) Nakai.) Common in
marshes, swamps and wet woods; at Q.U.B.S., in Cow Island Marsh and along
nearby shores of Lake Opinicon. The fronds are dimorphic, the fertile
ones having strongly revolute margins and the sterile ones having flat
margins. Plants in relatively sandy or dry sites generally produce only
sterile fronds.
MASSACHUSETTS FERN.
Thelypteris simulata (Davenp.) Nieuwl.
(Dryopteris simulata Davenp.), is known in Ontario only from two bogs in
Prescott and Stormont Counties, respectively (Catling, 1985a). Its
occurrence in the Kingston region is unlikely, but it might be sought in
treed bogs in the eastern and northern parts of the region.
WOODSIA
Key to species

1.

Stipes jointed above the base, eventually breaking off at the joint,
leaving the bases of the old fronds evenly truncate at the summit and
all about the same height; blade and rachis smooth or hairy and scaly
but not glandular ... 2.

1.

Stipes not jointed, the stubble of the previous years’ fronds irregular;
blade and rachis glandular ... W. obtusa.
2.

Frond linear, the pinnae generally less than 1 cm long; margins not
revolute; lower surface glabrous or nearly so (although it may appear
hairy when the indusium has split into hairlike segments) ... W.
alpina.

2.

Fronds lanceolate, the pinnae of the larger fronds over 1 cm long;
margins revolute; lower surface with numerous hairs and scales in
addition to the indusium segments
W. ilvensis.
....

1. ALPINE W000SIA. -Woodsia alpina (Bolton) S.F. Gray. (Including
var. bellii Lawson; W. bellii (Lawson) Porsild.) Rare in Ontario; known
in the Kingston regiGn only from Jeffrey Lake (Catling, 1975) and one
nearby site in northern Hastings .County (AtlasJ~ Reports by Beschel et
al. (1970) and Macdonald (1974) were based on specimens subsequently
reidentified as W. ilvensis (Catling, 1975).
2. RUSTY WOODSIA. Woodsia ilvensis (L.) R. Br. Fairly common on
non—calcareous outcrops; tolerant of dry, sunny situations but more
luxuriant in partial shade with more moisture. At QU.B.S. this species
can be seen on sandstone outcrops above Lake Opinicon between the
boathouse and Robinson Cottage.
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3. BLUNT—LOBED WOODSIA. Woodsia obtusa (Spreng.) Torr. Rare in
Ontario; known in the Kingston region from Black Lake, Frontenac
Provincial Park (Britton, 1977) and Westport Mountain between Sand and
Upper Rideau Lakes (Atlas) ;specimen at QiC. Occasional reports from other
localities generally prove to have been based on misidentified Cystopteris
tenuis, which resembles this species after the indusium has shriveled or
disintegrated.
CATHCART’S WOODSIA. Woodsia cathcartiana Robins. ~ oregana D.C.
Eaton var. cathcartiana (Robins.) C.V. Morton; W. oregana var. oregana f.
cathcartiana (Robins.) Boivin), has thus far been reported only from the
New York portion of the Kingston region, but should be sought on cliffs
and outcrops in the Ontario portion. At one time the epithet cathcartiana
was applied only to plants along the St.Croix River in Minnesota and
Wisconsin, but subsequent studies, particularly of chromosome numbers,
have supported a broader concept of this taxon, essentially the same as
that of Fernald (not based on chromosome numbers) in Gray’s Manual.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN W000SIA. Woodsia scopulina D.C. Eaton, has been found
in southern Renfrew County (Atlas) and should also be sought in the
Kingston region.
WOODWARDIA
One species in the Kingston region.
1. VIRGINIA CHAINFERN. Woodwardia virginica (L.) 3.E. Sm. Infrequent
and scattered in Ontario, usually found in Sphagnum bogs. Known from
several localities in the Kingston region, including Westport Bog, the
vicinity of Charleston Lake and two localities in Frontenac Provicial
Park.
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GLOSSARY FOR FERNS

Acuminate
tapering to a slender
point.
Rhizome
the rootstock or under
Annuius~.’.. :
ring of cells around
ground stem.
the sporangium.
Rugulose
with a uxinicled surface.
Attei~uate.:,
gradually tapering to
Sessile
withoutá,petiolè,or
Ia very, slender point.
other type of stalk.:
Bipinnatifid..
twice cleft (see
pinnatifi4).
Sorus
a compact jróup of
the expanded portion
sporangia (plural son).
Blade
of a frond.
Sporangium
— the orèan in
Calcareous,. of lime or limestone.
which the spores are,., produced
with a toothed margin.
Crenate
(plural sporangia).
wedge—shaped.
Cuneate
Suborbicular
clçse to being spherical
burst open.
Dehisced
or circular.
divived into two parts. Stipe
Dichotomous
the. lower.. part of the
of two forms.
Dimorphic
stem, not bearing ~pi~iaé.
see ploid below.
Diploid
in threes..,
Ternate
located at or toward
Distal
end irg~ sharply.
Truncate
the apex of a plant or organ.
the leaf of a fern,
Frond
including stipe, rachis and pinnae.
Glabrous
smooth, without hairs.
Indurated
hardened.
Indusium
the covering of the
sorus.
Lanceolate
shaped like a lance
head, several times longer th~ii
wide.
I
partial divisiöñ’of
Lobe
an organ such as a leaf.
~g)
having lobes (rour~ded’
Lobed
projecting parts).
Sozi
Obovate
inversely ovate.
Pinna
‘Orbicular
spherical, circular.
Ovate
egg—shaped.
Pinna
one of the primary
Pjnn.ule
divisions of a pinnate or corn—
poundly pinnate frond.
Pinnate
compound, with the
leaflets arranged on each side of
‘.I’
Rachis
a common axis.
Pinnatifid
pinnately cleft.
Pinnule
a secondary pinna
—ploid
a suffix prefixed by
a term indicating the number of
sets of chromosomes in the nucleus.
Rachis
the upper portion of the
~ti~pe
stem, bearing the pinnae and con
tinuous with the stipe.
Reniform
kidney—shaped.
I
Revolute
rolled backwards, down
-Sci~Lee
wards or outwards.
~i~Øme
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
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22 November 1986.

“Dear Ron: (Black)
Your letter of ~2 October and the check for $3000 arrived just two days
ago, so I hope you won’t think us inattentive or unappreciative due to the
delay in acknowledgin~it. To the contrary, we are immensely grateful. This
is a really importáht contribution to our program. Please express our sincere
thanks to all the members of your organization, not only for this donation,
but for the elegá~’t way in which the conference was organized. It couldn’t
have been better.
Our Board meets onDecember ~5. We hav& a• number of project proposals to
consider. We will choose one or more to apply your money to and will then
• supply you withdetäils.~ H.
•
My~ thanks ~or yàur kind petsonal comments. I returned early this week
from almost ti~io ~months iii Bràzil and was very encotiraged to see how interest
and enthusiasm, for’ oñ~ervation action is growing there, with a lot of locally
generateti
c~grama ‘under way and” no need any longer for constant stimulus from
abroad, though funding is still scarce, as evexywhere.
“Dear Ron,(Black)

12 December 1986.

At our meeting on December 5, the Board of the Pan American Section
allocated the $3000 donated by your organization to the following grants:
$1500 to Michel Sallaberry, of Santiago, Chile, a Chilean PH.D. candidate at
the University of Penns~rlvania, to continue his search for key shorebird
staging areas along the Chilean coast with a view to having those identified as
most important included within the Chilean reserve system. Two beaches have
already been selected and action to establish reserves is under way.
$1200 tó’~Mario Ramos, of San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico, Chairman
of the December 1983.11 Ibero—American Congress of Ornithology held in Xalapa,
Mexico, to publish the proceedings of that Congress. Other assistance has also
been promised and the grant we made is sufficient to complete the required
amount.
•“

$300 to Edwin Willis and Yoshika Oniki, his wife, of Rio Claro, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, to cover postage and copying costs being incurred in their effort to
achieve a standardized list of common Portuguese names for all the
approximately 1600 Brazilian bird species. Many bird species in Brazil have no
names. Others have several names, while some names are used for several
different species. This confusion makes it very difficult to prepare books of
country—wide scope designed to interest the public in birds and bird
conservation.
All the recipients are being advised øf the source of their funding with
the suggestion that they inform you of the results of their projects.
Thanks again to you folks up there for this generous fillip to the fine
hospitality you provided us all last June.
Sincerely,
William Belton”
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KINGSTON AND AREA CHRISTMAS COUNTS

—

1986

Peter Good.
A mild winter to the end of 1986 with a lot of open water and very
little snow cover meant that four of the six local counts bettered their
species total from 1985; notably Prince Edward Point was up from 64 to 72
species and Kingston from 85 to 90. As usual, there were a number of
“good birds” out of the total of 107 species seen on all six counts.
Conspicuous by their absence were Bohemian Waxwings and Short—eared Owls.
Prince Edward tallied the only Red—necked Grebe, Cooper’s Hawk,
Red—shouldered Hawk and Barried Owl.
Fourteen species appeared on the Kingston Count that were seen n no
other. These included, among others, a sigle Bonaparte’s Gull, a Marsh
Wren and two Coots and a new bird this count; a Brewer’s Blackbird.
Westport had six of the seven Canvasbacks, 174 Pine Grosbeaks, 10 Red
Crossbills and 2 Ravens; the latter seen on no other count.
Napanee, on a dull overcast day, managed one more specie than last
year. This was the only count to miss Snow Buntings but recorded the
area’s only Sharp=shinned Hawk.
The Thousand Island count provided the usual Bald Eagles (6) and Wild
Turkey (28) but also seven Gray Partridge, a Yellow—headed Blackbird and
(I hope they have good documentation) a Loggerhead Shrike.
The Moscow census is always somehat handicapped by the lack of open
water, but a lone Herring gull on count day and a female Common Goldeneye
during the count period me’ant they weren’t completely shut out in the
waterbirds department. The Rijg—necked Phesant and the Veper Sparrow were
highlights seen on no other count.
Below, in chart form, are listed. (1) Data on each count (2) Number
of individuals of each species for each count. (3) Species totals for
each count since 1980.
Table 1.

Data on each count.

Count

PEPT

Kingston

Compiler

R. Weir

P. Good

Date

Dec. 20

Dec. 21

No.of
Total
Total
Total
Total

observers
party hours
party miles
species
individuals

24
59
335
72
17,120

34
86
456
90
20,477

Westport

Napanee

W.Briggs— D.Clarke
Jude
Dec 23
15
40
416
43
3,764

Dec 27
21
38
389
46
5,7~4

Thous.Is.

Moscow

R.Wake—
field

A.Bell

Dec

28

Dec 29

28
NA
589
61
9,7~.

16
39
346
42
5,783
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Table 2. Number of individuals of each species for each count.
SPECIES
RED-THROATED LOON
COMMONLOON
HORNED GREBE
RED—NECKED GREBE
COMORANT (SP.)•
GREAT BLUE HERON
SNOW GOOSE
BRANT

PRINCE ED.PT. KINGSTON WESTPORT NAPANEE
1
5
8
2
1
11
2
1
1
1
1
2(blue)
20
CANADA GOOSE
9
8142
33
AMERICAN BLACK DUCK
31
151
MALLARD
223
604
11
NORThERN PINTAIL
1
GADWALL
1
CANVASBACK
1
6
REDHEAD
22
44
RING-NECKED DUCK
4
GREATER SCAUP
419
962
1
-

-

-

—

—

—

-

-

-

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

-

-

-

—

-

-

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

-

-

-

—

-

-

6830
—
-

2
28
1315
378..
4
1123
1
1

84
1

—

—

—

—

—

20
—

-

197
5
2
1
1248
27
5
596
41

—

79
17
83

-

1

-

—

-

—

HOODED MERGANSER
COMMON MERGANSER
RED-BREASTED MERGANSER
TURKEY VULTURE
BALD EAGLE
NORTHERN HARRIER
SHARP—SHINNED HAWK
COOPER’S HAWK
NORTHERN GOSHAWK
RED-SHOULDERED HAWK
RED—TAILED HAWK
ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK
AMERICAN KESTREL
GRAY. PARTRIDGE
RING—NECKED PHEASANT
RUFFED GROUSE
WILD TURKEY
AMERICAN COOT
BONAPARTE’S GULL
RING—BILLED GULL
HERRING GULL
ICELANDGULL

2
1

-

—

BUFFLEHEAD

—

-

—

OLDSQUAW
BLACK S~OTER
SURF SCOTER
SCOTER (sp.)
WHITE-WINGED SCOTER
COMMON GOLDENEYE

-

2

-

—

—

MOSCOW

-

-

—

LESSER SCAUP
EIDERsp.

1000 IS.

17
—

40

2
76

-

—

5
63

—

—

—

—

1

1

—

-

2545
5

1
955
16
5
6
1

—

—

—

1

2

—

—

—

-

4
1

1

-

—

-

—

-

1

1

—

2

-

-

1
26
8
6

-

-

-

-

-

9
21
18

3
—

33
1
18

18
2
3

—

-

-

—

11
2
2
7

-

-

—

—

—

11

1

9

5

14
28

—

—

—

—

-

-

-

-

3
53

7
760

—

—

58
430
1

-

—

-

-

7
945

76
320

281

27
627
1

2
1
150
622
1

GLAUCOUS GULL
GREAT BLACK—BACKED GULL

1
103

1
94

—

ROCKUOVE

159

355

198

—
-

.

-

1
9

-

1
—

-
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PRINCE ED.PT. KINGSTON WESTPORT NAPANEE
MOURNING DOVE
245
102
18
93
EASTERN SCREECH—OWL
1
1
1
GREAT HORNED OWL
9
13
6
1
SNOWY OWL
14
2
BARREDOWL
1
LONG—EARED OWL
1
2
NORTHERN SAW-WHET OWL
1
1
BELTE]Y-KINGFISHER
1
1
RED—BELLIED WOODPECKER
3
1
DOWNY WOODPECKER
30
46
24
31
HAIRY WOODPECKER
30
28
34
22
NORThERN FLICKER
3
4
1
PILEATED WODPECKER
4
3
HORNED LARK
5
47
5
11
BLUE JAY
216
226
234
146
AMERICAN CROW
33
28
8
23
COMMON RAVEN
2
BLACK—CAPPED CI-IICKALEE
584
775
537
280
RED-BREASTED NUTHATCH
2
11
13
WHITE—BREASTED NUTHATCH
38
83
53
12
BROWN CREEPER
4
9
2
1
WINTER ‘~JREN
2
MARSH WREN
1
GOLDEN—CROWNED KINGLET
2
6
5
HER11ITT~IRUSH
2
AMERICAN ROBIN
5
1
NORTHERN HOCKINGBIRD
1
CEDAR WAXWING
179
38
147
72
NORTHERN SHRIKE
4
ii.
4
6
LOGGERHEAD SHRIKE
EURASIAN STARLING
189
1013
80
657
NORTHERN CARDINAL
2
19
A1’4ERICAN
EE SPARROW
227
440
112
120
FIELD SPARROW
1
4
VESPER SPARROW
SONG SPARROW’
6
152
1
1
SWAMP SPARROW
4
16
WHITE—THROATED SPARROW
1
DARK—EYED’ JUNCO
69
38
2
40
LAPLAND LONGSPUR’
1
SNOW BUI1TING
135
191
147
RED-WI~GED BLACKBIRD
3
6
YELLOW-HEADED BLACKBIRD
RUSTY BLACKBIRD
5
BREWER9 S BLACKBIRD
1
COI~~1ON GRACKLE
6
3
1
12
BROWN—HEADED ‘0
1
15
PINE GROSBEAK
174
27
PURPLE FINCH
4
51
3
64
HOUSE FINCH
77
24
56
RED CROSSBILL
1
10
COMMON REDPOLL
2919
2027
915
1143
HOARY REDPOLL
2
1
•~~SPECIES.. -•

•..

—

-

-

-

—

—

-

—

-

-

—

—

—
-

-

—

-

—

—

3

1

—

—

—

—

51
35

33
33
1
2

.

-

—

-

-

-

6

-

-

V

.

—

11

MOSCOW
21
2
18

-

~

-

1000 IS.
55

—

-

264
32

147
26

—

-

760
3
107
15

288
2
26
4

-

—

-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

12

-

-

—

—

—

—

1
1
2

—

-

‘

—

V

—

...

—

—

—

-

-

—

-

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

1
4
—

—

—

-

-

-

-

21

27

-

—

—

-

-

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

30
11

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

-

266
1
411

—

—

-

2
27
3
1
612
2
110

—

—

—

-

-

—

—

1280
2
1

—

32
—
—

-

—

-

—

5
64
5
61
10

1
-

79
183
5

—

—

512

2877

-

-

SPECIES
PINE SISKIN
AMERICAN GOLDFINCH
EVENING GROSBEAK
HOUSE SPARROW
TABLE 3.
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PRINCE ED.PT. KINGSTON WESTPORT NAPANEE 1000 IS.
7
78
70
282
246
122
55
165
91
49
440
97
316
400
602
252
870
439
—

—

March
MOSCOW
12
79
479
362

Count species totals since 1980.

COUNT YEAR
1980
Prince Edward Pt.
73
Kingston
74
Westport
37
Napanee
50
Thousand Islands
Moscow
36
—

1981
61
69
42
56

1982
67
77
47
50

—

64

45

41

1983
73
87
33
42
53
38

1984
73
85
44
56
50
42

1985
64
85
39
45
66
43

1986
72
90
43
46
61
42

NORTHERN SAW-WHET OWL STUDIES AT PEPT IN 1986.
Ron D. Weir.
For the twelfth consecutive autumn since 1975, Northern Saw—whet Owls
were netted and banded at Prince Edward Point by members of the Kingston Field
Naturalists. There were 421 banded raising our cumulative total there to 4349.
Netting was done on 12 nights between Sep 20 and Nov 7. Of the 49 nights in
the period, 23 were lost due to rain (a high number), 12 to unfavourable winds
and 2 to banders not being available. The age breakdown is given in Table 1.
Table 1.

A~e Profile of Northern Saw—whet Owls in 1986.
AHY
238
56.5%
HY
183
43.5%
Total
421
100.0%

A hatching year bird (HY) is known to be in the first calendar year of
life and is identified by uniformly coloured and unworn flight feathers.
After hatching year (AHY) refers to any bird known to be in a calendar year
after its first and is identified by the presence of two—tone coloured flight
feathers.
The timing of this year’s owl flight showed that 30% of the birds had
migrated through by Oct 18 (norm. of Oct 12 for 50% of the birds) and 72% of
the birds by Oct 19 (norm. of Oct 20 for 75%). The catch—up night was Oct
18/19 when 181 were banded. Presumably many Saw—whets were held back from
migrating by the many nights of rain and unsuitable weather. The peak nights
were Oct 18/19 (181 owls), Oct. 21/22 (61 owls), Oct 6/7 (59 owls) and Oct
15/16 (56 owls). A field trip by the Federation of Ontario Naturalists to
Prince Edward Point especially for owls took place Oct 18/19 and was a bonanza
for the participants.
The 181 owls banded are a one night record for PEPt.
Together with the 50 recaptures of Saw—whets already banded and two Long—eared
Owls caught, the total owls handled that night were 233.
The Owl Index for our 1986 work is given in Table 2. This Index corrects
for net area and for the number of nights nets were opened, thereby allowing
comparison of the catch between years and between netting sites.
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N.Saw—whet Owl Index* for 1986 (*Owls per 1000 square metres of
net per night)

Site

Index

All sites
Cedar Woods
Traverse(TR)
Traverse(TA)
NWA sign

No. of owls caught

31.6
33.3
28.9
36.4
20.2

421
213
65
109
34

Age Group

Index

No. of Owls

AHY(all sites)

17.9

238

HY(all sites)

13.7

163

A comparison of this Index for each year since 1976 for control sites only
is given in Table 3. The control sites are in the Cedar Woods and Traverse (TR
and TA).
Table 3.

N.Saw—whet Owl Index 1976—1986 for control sites only.

Year
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

AHY
4.7
3.3
3.6
3.6
8.4
8.6

HY
4.7
7.9
2.4
4.1
8.3
11.6
1976

AHY
HY

Total
9.4
11.2
6.0
7.7
11.7
20.2

85 average
6.2
6.9
—

Year
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

AHY
7.0
11.7
4.5
6.8
19.0

HY
6.0
8.0
1.4
13.3
14.4

Total
12.9
19.8
6.1
20.1
33.4

1986
19.0
14.4

The flight of adults in 1986 was the heaviest since work began in 1975
with our index of 19.0. This is triple the long term average index of 6.2.
The index for 1986 for hatching year birds is also a record high, although it
compares with that for 1985. In both 1985 and 1986, the index for the hatching
year birds was about double the long term average, suggesting good nesting
success.
Thanks are owed to the banders and workers who helped in the all night
work, in setting the nets during September and removing them in November.
Thanks are also due to the Canadian Wildlife Service and to Mr. J.F.T. Carreiro
for giving permission to carry out this work within the National Wildlife
Areas.
Field Botanists of Ontario
The Field Botanists of Ontario is an association of professionals and
amateurs who want to increase botanical knowledge of Ontario’s flora and to
participate in and support conservation concerns in the province. Individual
membership is $8.00 a year. There is an annual meeting, a number of
inexpensive field trips each year and a bulletin produced periodically to
inform members of upcoming and past activities. For a brochure and further
information write or phone Doug Geddes, President, 45 Massey St., Bramalea,
Ontario L6S 2V8. Tel: 416—792—0451.
F.A.
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ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE: A NATURALIST IN KINGSTON
ilark Williamson.
1987 marks the 100th anniversary of a visit to Kingston by Alfred
Russel Wallace, renowned British naturalist and co—formulator of the theory
of natural selection.
While on a lecture tour of North America, Wallace
was invited to the city by Reverend Joseph Allen, and spent several days in
the area studying local flora and geology. On March 8th, 1887 he delivered
the first authoritative lecture on “Darwinism” to be heard in Canada to a
packed Convocation Hall, (now Grant Hall), at Queen’s University.
Wallace
(1823—1913)
was the son of working class parents and
consequently received very little formal education. As was the case with
most Victorian naturalists, his biological knowledge was almost entirely
self—taught.
Trained as a land surveyor, he developed a consuming interest
in nature and resolved to earn a living as a specimen collector.
In 1848, at the age of 25, Wallace and fellow naturalist Henry Bates
invested every penny they possessed and travelled to South America. After
spending four years collecting and exploring on the Rio Negro and Amazon
rivers,. Wallace, in poor health, boarded a ship for England. This voyage
proved to be ill—fated, as the vessel promptly caught fire and sank in the
Caribbean.
Wallace lost virtually his entire collection of specimens and
spent ten days at sea in a small boat before being rescued. Bates
continued to work in the Brazilian jungle for 11 years, and is remembered
today for his pioneering studies of animal mimicry.
On his return to England, Wallace immediately began to prepare for
another expedition.
In 1854, less than two years after his return from
South America, he sailed for Indonesia. This journey was to last for eight
years, and its results established Wallace’s reputation as a naturalist and
occupied him for the rest of his life.
After exploring the islands of the Indonesian archipelago for several
years, Wallace began to notice two curious natural phenomena. Although
many
of the islands he visited were separated by relatively short
distances, their fauna were more distinct than those of Europe and North
America, whereas other islands separated by great distances showed a
remarkable similarity in their natural history and species diversity. To
Wallace, these observations were strong evidence of continental drift. He
reasoned that fragmentations and assemblages of land masses were, to a
large extent, responsible for the distribution of plants and animals on the
Earth
not random dispersal alone, as had been previously believed. The
concept of transitory continents was a radical one at the time, but has
since been demonstrated as valid.
—

The second observation Wallace made was even more revolutionary in
nature, and has grown in a little over 100 years from an heretical theory
to form the central law of the contemporary natural sciences. After years
in the tropics Wallace was well aware of the natural variations between
individuals of a given species. While recovering from an attack of yellow
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fever on the island of Amboyna, he asked himself the question: “why do some
live and some die?’
The answer seemed clear: some are more fitted to
survive than others.
This simple statement summarizes the essentials of natural selection,
the keystone of .ev~lutionary.theory. Charles Darwin had arrived at the
same conclusions 20 years. earlier, but had delayed revealing his theory to
the world, fearing the storm that it would unleash. The independent
discovery of this natural principle by Wallace is no less remarkable, but
history remembers only Darwin.
In some ways Alfred Russel Wallace was atypical of his breed, writing..~
treatises on spiritualism and social reform as well as natural science.
But he ~.‘as also a keen observ~r of nature, ~iith the persistence~and courage
to endure illness and other priyations far from the comforts~of European
society. Hazards were commonplace for the naturalist, but the rewards were
equally great. Men such as Bates in South America, John Hanning Speke and
Richard Burton in east Africa and Leopold McClintock in the Canadian Arctic
all made majàr ,contiibutions to our knowledge of natural history, and laid
the foundátioñs for the modern science of biology.
On a cold evening in March, 100 years ago, the academic community of
Kingston heard quiet words of scientific revolution spoken by the tall,
gray—haired, bespectacled man on the stage of Convocation Hall. The
argument presented was well ±eceived, and powerful enough to prompt membei~s
of the local clerg~’ to write that “science is proving itself to be no enemy
of religion.” However, it appears that nOt all those in attendance were
able to listen with equal attention. A letter to the Kingston Daily Whig:
the following day reports: “I know it was found tao intensely annoying to
have one’s attention diverted frorñ the speaker to the living noisy samples
of the gallery. The missing link was, 1 submit, too plentifully
illustrated and the nearness of the audience to their suspected ancestors
was too frequently and unpleasantly forced upon their sensibilities.”
After 12 years in the tropi~s; Wallace had collected well over 1,000
species of birds alone, and more than 15,000 species of plants and animals,
many previously unknown. He retired to a life of writing, lecturing and
horticulture in England, building large greenhouses and growing thousands
of exotic tropical niants.
Literature cited.
The Kingston Daily Whig, March 6, 7, 8 and 9th, 1887.
Lloyd, Clare. 1985. The Travelling Naturalists.
Washington Press, Seattle.
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BIRD CASTINGS
Kit Chubb.
Here are some of our observations of castings from birds in our care:
After a meal of mice or rats, other birds besides raptol’s, such as Great
Blue Heron, make castings. These latter are large and felty with few bones
within and they break up easily. Gulls and crows also make rodent
castings.
——

After eating grasshoppers, an Eastern Kingbird regularly made tough
chitin castings with sharply pointed ends.

——

Kingfishers eating live minnows here made lacy, delicate castings mainly
of rib bones and a few scales. On the other hand, I have never seen any of
our Ospreys make a casting, perhaps because they “chew” all their fish up
into small bites.

——

When a bird needs to absorb more calcium, fewer bones are found in i~ts
castings. A young Great Horned Owl made its first casting after 17 day~ of
captivity (and eating voraciously of mice only) and it was just a bundle of
dusty fur. He was malnourished before arrival.
——

The action of casting looks like silent coughing or retching and may
take up to half an hour to achieve. The healthy result is damp, glistening
slightly with fine threads of snail—like mucus and with no particular
odour. Sick birds may produce foul smelling castings containing undigested
meat.
——

A very hungry raptor may apparently ignore a fresh rodent offering for
minutes or even hours. At first we were alarmed, taking this as a sign of
deterioration, but finallly the raptor would cast and immediately eat with
gusto. He knew he had to wait.
——

The size of the casting is not a reliable indicator of the producer, but
of the size of the last meal. Of course huge castings are made by those
that can eat the larger mammals and have the biggest mouths, e.g. Snowy
Owls, Great Blue Herons. However, a large bird may cough up a small
casting, if its last meal was small. And surprisingly, small owls such as
saw—whets can produce quite a large casting.
——

Our one vulture patient did not cast as far as I know. Interestingly,
when he allowed himself to be seen eating, his beak action was a dainty
rapid nibbble, more like a rabbit than a hawk. Yet once when I had to
capture him (he had torn a toenail and was bleeding heavily) he
effortlessly threw up an enormous semi—liquid foul mass which included six
rat tails.
——

I recently observed a Great Blue Heron casting. She had eaten four mice
at 9:00 a.m., a few small fish and a large white mouse at 5:00 p.m. At
7:00 p.m. she leaned over the pooi and retched, dropping not only the
casting, which disintegrated at once, but also a large white mouse, which
she promptly snatched back before it hit bottom. Carefully juggling it
——
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about in her beak, she fina~.ly ‘felt its position to be satisfactory and
swallowed it tail first. Then she rummaged about in the residue on the
pool bottom and found a small mouse hindquarters, mostly digested, whiáh
she investigated well before she decided to discard it. This raises:
questions in my mind. If she was forming a casting at 5:00, why did she,
eat the 60—g mouse then? On the other hand, her. retrieval of it was so :
immediate it seemed that she was already prepared to. rescue the undigested
portion. How did she “know” the casting that was coming up her throat, was
partly undigested? Perhaps herons regularly search ~through their castings.
Certainly they regularly retch up any recent meal if alarmed, whiëh makes
them very difficult to manage in captivity.
YEARLY LIST 1986.
Helen R. Quilliam.
A total of 277 species seen within one year within the 50—km circle
based on MacDonald Park is very, close to an~average year’s sightings since
1980 when for the first..tihie: we had more than 270 species reported in
single year. The,çount pf species in the 1980.’.s is.as, follows: .1980—278,
1981
277,. 1982
276, 1983
282, 1984
285, 1985’ 271, ‘.1’986
277,.
These numbers are in sharp contrast to those of the early days of the
“Kingston Nature Club” wh~en not many over 200 were found. Uuch of this is
attributable to more members and more of the public reporting to ‘us, better’
equipment and different places visited.
We have no birds new to’ ‘the list
this year but since the 1973 edition of The History of the Bir,d of
Kingston there have been 38 species added to that list. It is’ the birds
among this list that in large part make up our higher totals today. If öñe’
reviews the totals of counts since 1954 a slow, but steady increase is
indicated.
There have been sudden bursts and several noteworthy yë~rs.
In 1968 246 species were a recérd with the following year also with 246.
The next peak came in 1976 when there were 269. species.and we were getting
closer to ,the 280+ which has only been reached in 1983 and 1984.
~.

—

—

‘

—

—

—

,

Highlights this year were: 2nd record
cinnamon1 Teal; 3rd record
Barrow’s Goldeneyé and Laughing cull; 4th record
American Pelican; 5th
record Yellow—headed Blackbird’. that just managed to get in under the wire,,
Dec. 28. ‘The pelican was particularly noteworthy because it remained at
the Camden Lake long, enough fOr :TTISI1Y members ,to see it. Also worthy .of.
note were the first Sharp—tailed Grouse since 1981, the:firstSandhill,
Crane since 1983 and first’ Buff—breasted Sandpiper since 1980. The Lark
Sparrow at Peter Good’s in 1985 obligingly hung around into 1986.,tintil at,,
least Maràh 22nd.
—

—

—

‘

A bird noted every year since 1971, the White—winged Crossbill was not
found..’ There were a” number of shorebirds absent this year
Hudsoniah and
the rarer Marbled Godwits, Purple Sandpiper, Long—billed Dowitcher,
Red—necked Phalarope. The lack ‘of good shorebird habitat, because of the
high water levels on,Lalçe Ontario, may have been the reason for these
absences., As iii 1985,’ again in 1986 three species of owls were missing
Barn Owl, ‘Northern Hawk—Owl ‘and’ Boreal Owl. Of the three owls missing in
1985, it had been the Great Gray~’ Hawk-Owl and Boreal that had not. been
reported.; In the warbler famil’y,’among the species that we had come to
expect, Worm—eating and Kentucky Warbiers were not seen.
—

—
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RED-THROATED LOON
OCT 18 RDW
COMMON LOON
JAN 1 SB
PIED-BILLED GREBE
MAR 12 MHO
HORNED GREBE
JAN 1 AS
RED-NECKED GREBE
MAR 16 PM
AM.. WHITE PELICAN
AUG 31 JC
DBLE-CRSTD.CORMORANT
APR 8 RDW
AMERICAN BIT1’ERN
APR 16 AS
LEAST BITTERN
MAY 7 RB
GR~AT BLUE HERON
JAN 30 KR
GREAT EGRET
MAY 6 RW
SNOWY EGRET
JUN 30 BD
CATTLE EGRET
MAY 14 ME
GREEN-BACKED HERON
APR 28 ~
BLACK-CRND.NIGHT—HERON APR 5 PM
TUr4DRA SWAN
MAR 20 A&JS
MUTE SWAN
MAR 18 R&JW
SNOW GOOSE
MAR 22 LC
BRJ~NT
MAY 9 KFN
CANADA GOOSE
JAN 1 RICE ,MCE
WOOD DUCK
JAN 1 TC
GREEN-WINGED TEAL
MAR 28 JHERDW
AMERICAN BLACK DUCK
JAN 1 KFN
MALLARD
JAN 1 KFN
NORTHERN PINTAIL
JAN 18 KFN
BLUE—WINGED ~TEAL
MAR 23 PM
CINNAMON TEAL
JUL 20 RDW
NORTHERN SHOVELER
MAR 30 AS
GA]~WALL
MAR 19 RDW
EURASIAN WIGEON~
OCT 17 RDW
AMERICAN WIGEON
MAR 19 RDW
CANVASBACK
JAN 1 KFN
RE1~~HEAD
JAN 1 FA,BG
RII’~G-NEC1CED DUCK
MAR 11 RDW
GREATER SCAUP
:
JAN 1 KFN
LESSER SCAUP
MAR 22 AS
KING EIDER
NOV 15 MJBE*
HARLEQUIN DUCK
JAN 4 JHE,RDW
OLDSQUAW•
JAN 4 JHE,RDW
BLACK SCOTER
OCT 25 KFN
SURF SCOTER:
OCT 11 JH,LT
WH~TE—WINGED S~OTER
FEB 15 DB
COMMON GOLDENEY~
JAN 1 KFN
BARROW’S GOLDENEYE
MAR 25 ROW
BUFFLEHEAD
JAN 1 KFN
HOODED MERGANSER
MAR 12 1410
COMMON MERGANSER
JAN 1 MB,RR
RED-B~STD.MERGANSER
JAN 1 KFN
RUDDY DUCK
NOV 1 PM
TURKEY VULTURE
FEB 4 NH
OS~’REY
APR 19 LF
BALD EAGLE
JAN 3 RDW
NORTHERN HARRIER
JAN 1 TC
SHARP—SHINNED HAWK
JAN 1 E&MJBE
COOPER’ S HAWK
JAN 5 KH
NORTHERN GOSHAWK
JAN 1 NH
*Eider shot on Wolfe I. Nov.15 examined
~.

.
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RED-SHOULDERED HAWK
BROAD-WINGED HAWK
RED-TAILED HAWK
ROUGH-LEGGED HAWK
GOLDEN EAGLE
AMERICAN KESTREL
MEffl~IN
P~EREGRINE FALCON
GYRFALCON
GRAY PARTRIDGE
RING-NECKED PHEASANT
RUFFED GROUSE
SHARP-TAILED GROUSE
WILD. TURKEY
VIRGINIA RAIL
SORA
COMMON MOORHEN
AMERICAN COOT
SANDHILL CRANE
BLACK-BELLIED PLOVER
LESSER GOLDEN PLOVER
S~4IPA~ATED PLOVER
KILLDEER
G1~EAThR YELLOWLEGS
LESSER YELLOWLEGS
SOLITARY SANDPIPER
WILLET
SPOTTED SANDPIPER
UPLAND SANDPIPER

March

MAR 28 NH
APR 27 PM
JAN 1 KFN
JAN 1 KFN
NOV 2 KFN
JAN 1 KFN
JAN 19 JD
MAY 17 KFN
JAN 11 KH
FEB 8 KFN
JAN 30 AS
JAN 1 KFN
MAY 18 N&RBS
JAN 26 KFN
APR 9 AS
MAY 4 KFN
APR 23 AS
JAN 1 AS
MAY 8 RU
MAY 6 AS
MAY 17 KFN
MAY 17 KFN
MAR 16 KFE,MCE
APR 6 RDW
APR 7 RDW
MAY 7 RKE,PM
MAY 7 KFN
MAY 4 KFN
APR 20 KFN
WHIMBREL
AUG 10 RDW
RUDDY TURNSTONE
MAY 17 KFN
RED KNOT
MAY 17 KFN
SANDERLING
MAY 17 KFN
SEMIPALMATED SANDPIPER MAY 17 KFN
WESTERN SANDPIPER
JULY 20 JHE
LEAST SANDPIPER
MAY 10 KFN
WHITE—RUMPED SAND.
MAY 17 KFN
BAIRD’S SANDPIPER
MAY 11 RBS
PECTORAL
APR 6 RDW
DUNLIN
MAY 7 RKE,PM
STILT SANDPIPER
JUL 19 RDW
BUFF—BREASTED SAND.
SEP 18 FA ,BC
RUFF
SEP 22 JHE,PG
SHORT-BILLED DOWITCHER MAY 10 KFN
COMMON SNIPE
JAN 1 MB
AMERICAN WOODCOCK
MAR 21 AS
WILSON’S PHALAROPE
MAY 4 PM
LAUGHING GULL
MAY 7 KFE,RKE
FRANKLIN’S GULL
MAY 17 KFN
LITTLE GULL
MAY 17 KFN
COM.BLACK-HEADED GULL JUN 21 DVW-i
BONAPARTE’S GULL
JAN 12 KFN
RING-BILLED GULL
JAN 1 KFN
HERRING CULL
JAN 1 KFN
ICELAND GULL
JAN 1 JHE
LESSER BLACK—BACKED C. FEB 16 PG
by Mike Evans.
.

.
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GLAUCOUS GULL
GREAT BLACK-BACKED G.
CASPIAN TERN
COMMON TERN
FORSTER’S TERN
BLACK TERN
ROCK DOVE
MOURF~ING DOVE
BLACK—BILLED CUCKOO
YELLOW-BILLED CUCKO
EASTERN SCREECH—OWL
~ GREAT HORNED OWL
SNOWY OWL
BARRED OWL
GREAT GRAY OWL
LONG—EARED OWL
SHORT—EARED OWL
N.SAW—WHET OWL
COMMON NIGHTHAWK
WHIP-POOR-WILL
CHIMNEY SWIFT
RUBY-ThRTD.HUMMINBIRD
BELTED KINGFISHER
RED-HEADED WOODFECKER
RED—BELLIED WOOD.
YEL-BELLIED SAPSUCKER
DOWNY WOODPECKER
HAIRY. WOODPECKER
BLACK-BACKED WOOD..
NORTHERN FLICKER
PILEATED WOODPEcKER
OLIVE-SIDED FLY.
EASTERN WOOD PEWEE
YELLOW—BLLIED FLY.
ACADIAN FLYCATCHER
ALDER FLYCATCHER
.WILLOW FLYCATCHER
LEAST FLYCATCHER
EASTERN PHOEBE
GREAT CRESTED FLY.
EASTERN KINGBIRD
HORNED LARK
PURPLE MARTIN
TREE SWALLOW
N.ROUGH-WINGED SWALLOW
BANK SWALLOW
CLIFF SWALLOW
BARN SWALLOW
GRAY JAY
BLUE JAY
AMERIcAN CROW
COMMON RAVEN
BLACK—CAPPED CHICKADEE
BOREAL CHICKADEE
TUFTEDV.TITMOUSE
RED—BREASTED NUThATCH
.WHITE-BRSTD. NUTHATCH
BROWN CREEPER
CAROLINA WREN
HOUSE WREN

iearly List
JAN 1
JAN 1
APR 9
APR 27
MAY 4
MAY 3
JAN 1
JAN 1
MAY17
MAY 17
JAN 1
JAN 5
JAN 1
FEB 11
NOV 18
MAY 29
JAN 1
JAN 26
MAY 13
MAY 8
APR 26
MAY 1
JAN 1
APR 10
JAN 12
MAR 30
JAN 1
JAN 1
FEB 14
JAN 22
JAN 1
MAY 17
MY 6
MAY 17
MAY 30
MAY 11
MAY 18
APR 29
MAR 27
APR 30
MAY 6
JAN 1
APR 19
MAR 20
APR 19
APR 25
APR 25
APR 13
NOV 22
JAN 1
JAN 1
JAN 2
JAN 1
NOV 2
JAN 28
JAN 1
JAN 1
JAN 3
MAY 18
APR 24
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JUE
KFN
AS
JB
KFN
PM
KFN
KFN
KFN
KFN
AEB
AS
KFN
JS
GK
AS
KFN
KFN
AEB
PG
RDW
BG
SO’D
~
DW
RDW
KFN
KFN
KR
NN
JHE
KFN
RKE,RDW
KFN
MHE,RDW
KFN

WINTER WREN
SEDGE WREN
MARSH WREN
GOLDEN-CRNI).kINGLET
RUBY-CROWNED KINGLET
BLUE—GRAY GNATCATCHER
EASTERN BLUEBIRD
VEERY
GRAY-CHEEKED ThRUSH
SWAINSON’S THRUSH
HERMIT THRUSH
WOOD THRUSH
AMERICAN ROBIN
GRAY CATBIRD
NORTHERN MOCKINGBIRD
BROWN THRASHER
WATER PIPIT
BOHEMIAN WAXWING
CEDAR WAXWING
NORTHERN SHRIKE
LOGGERHEAD SHRIKE
EUROPEAN STARLING
WHITE-EYED VIREO
SOLITARY VIREO
YELLOW—THRTD.VIREO
WARBLING VIREO
PHILADELPHIA VIREO
RED-EYED VIREO
BLUE-WINGED WARBLER
GOLDEN-WINGED WARBLER
TENNESSEE WARBLER
ORANGE-CROWNED W.
NASHVILLE WARBLER
NORTHERN PARULA
YELLOW WARBLER
RDW
CHESTNUT—SIDED WARB.
PM
MAGNOLIA WARBLER
RR
CAPE MAY WARBLER
KFE
BLACK-THRTD BLUE W.
RKE,RDW YELLOW-RUMPED WARB~
MB,RR
BLACK-THRTD.GREEN W.
LF
BLACKBURNIAN WARBLER
AS
PINE WARBLER
RDW
PRAIRIE WARBLER
RKE
PALM WARBLER
RKE
BAY-BREASTED WARBLER
RDW
BLACKPOLL WARBLER
RDW
CERULEAN WARBLER
KFN
BLACK—&—WHITE WARBLER
KFN
AMERICAN REDSTART
TC
OVENBIRD
KFN
NORTHERN WATERTHRUSH
KFN
LOUISIANA WATERTHRUSH
JHE,KH CONNECTICUT WARBLER
KFN
MOURNING WARBLER
KFN
COMMON YELLOWTHROAT
JHE
HOODED WARBLER
KFN
WILSON’S WARBLER
~
CANADA WARBLER.
YELLOW—BREASTED CHAT
.

.

.
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.
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MAR 30
MAY 14
MAY 10
FEB 15
APR 9
APR 20
MAR 3
APR 28
MAY 13
MAY 15
APR 15
MAY 4
JAN 10
MAY 4
JAN 4
JAN 1
APR 20
JAN 1
JAN 1
JAN 1
APR 5
JAN 1
MAY 8
MAY 1
MAY 9
APR 29
MAY 11
MAY 9
MAY 6
MAY 1
MAY 6
MAY 7
APR 26
MAY 6
APR 29
MAY 5
MAY 6
MAY 6
MAY 4
Jan 1
MAY 4
MAY 6
APR 19
MAY 9
APR 19
MAY 11
MAY 7
MAY 9
APR 27
MAY 6
MAY 5
APR 29
APR 29
SEP 14
MAY 17
MAY 6
MAY 9
•MAY 11
MAY 17
MAY 7

AS

RDW
KFN
RDW
AS,RDW
RDW
JWB
~,RR
RKE
FA
AS
KFN
SP
Kil
JSt
NT
PM
JHE,TC
JHE
KFN
PM
KFN
DVW
AS
MCE,RKE
PM
KFN
MCE,RKE
RKE,RDW
AS
RKE,RDW
RB
PM, RDW
RKE,RDW
MCE
RKE ,AS
RKE,RDW
RKE,RDW
KFN
KH
KH
RKE,RDW
KFE,MCE
KFE,MCE
KFE,MCE
KFN
KR
KFE,MCE
RDW
RKE,RDW
NH
PM
PM
KH
KFN
RKE,RDW
RW
KFN
KFN
RKE,PM
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SCARLET TANAGER
NORTHERN CARDINAL
ROSE-BREASTED CR0 SBEAK
INDIGO BUNTING
DICKCISSEL
RUFOUS-SIDED TOWHEE
M€RICAN TREE SPARROW

~IAY
JAN
MAY

MAY

JUN
MAR
JAN
APR
CHIPPING SPARROW
MAY
CLAY-COLORED SPARROW
MAR
FIELD SPARROW
MAR
VESPER SPARROW
JAN
LARK SPARROW
MAR
SAVANNAH SPARROW
MAY
GRASSHOPPER SPARROW
MAY
HEN SLOW’ S SPARROW
MAR
FOX SPARROW
JAN
SONG SPARROW
MAY
LINCOLN’S SPARROW
MAR
SWAMP SPARROW
APR
WHITE—THROATED SP.
WHITE-CROWNED SPARROW APR
JAN
DARK—EYED JUNCO
JAN
LAPLAND LONGSPUR

6
1
5
7
17
20
1
2

5
28
30
1

30

RKE,RDW
KFN
RKE
RKE,PM
DJM
J&SD
KFN
AS
AS
KM
RDW
PG

RDW

SNOW BUNTING
BOBOLINK
RED—WINGED BLACKBIRD
EASTERN MEADOWLARK
WESTERN MLADOWLARK
YEL.-HEADED BLACKBIRD
RUSTY BLACKBIRD
BREWER’ S BLACKBIRD
COMMON GRACKLE
BROWN-HEADED COWBIRD
ORCHARD ORIOLE
NORTHERN ORIOLE

JAN 1
MAY 1
JAN 14
JAN 12
MAY 9
DEC 28
APR 5
MAY 5
FEB 23
JAN 1
MAY 4
MAY 3
JAN 1
JAN 1
JAN 1
MAR 1
JAN 1
FEB 11
FEB 9
JAN 1
JAN 1
JAN 1

PINE GROSBEAK

7 KFN
13 RKE
30 RDW
27 MCE
4 KH
28 KH
5 JS
29 AS
1 KFN
1 TC

PURPLE FINCH
HOUSE FINCH
RED CROSSBILL
COMMON REDPOLL
HOARY REDPOLL
PINE SISKIN
AMERICAN GOLDFINCH
EVENING GROSBEAK
HOUSE SPARROW

March
KFN
JSc
EM
KH

PM
BC
JHE,RDW
AS
KFN
RDW
PG
JHE
RDW,AS
LF
KFN
RDW
MB,RR
JHE
JHE,PM
KFN
KFN
KFN

CONTRIBUTORS:
Joel Ellis
KR
Ken Robinson
JHE
FA
Faith Avis
Liz
&
Mike
Evans
RR
Ruby Rogers
E&MJBE
SB
Stew Barton
Lorne
Fisher
A&JS
Alec
& Janet Scott
J.W. Beaupre
LF
JWB
Peter
Good
AS
Alec
Scott
Art Bell
PG
AEB
Betty
Gray
JSc
Janet
Scott
BG
RB Ron Black
Marg
Hendrick
TS
Terry
Sprague
Dale
Brown
MH
DB
M.
Howoricks
JSt
Jane
Stearns
Marg
Brown
Mb
MB
Kurt Hennige
JS
Joan Stevenson
Lee Chamberlaine
1(11
LC
Jim Hicks
RBS
Bob Stewart
Jim Christie
JH
JC
Kathy Innes
N&RBS
Nan & Bob Stewart
Bill Cutfield
KI
BC
Gord Kiery
LT
Lloyd Taman
Troy Corman
GK
TC
Paul
Mackenzie
NT
Nancy Turkington
Jack
&
Shirley
Davidson
PM
J&SD
Edna
Morris
RU
Dick Ussher
Jessie
DeslaurierS
EM
JD
D.J.Mountjoy
DW
Doris Waddell
Ken
Edwards
DJM
KFE
Nancy
Nation
R&JW
Bob
& June Walker
Mary Edwards
NN
MCE
Stephen
O’Donnell
RDW
Ron
Weir
Martin Edwards
SO’D
MHE
Steve
Partington
DVW
Chip
Weseloh
Kenneth Edwards
SP
RKE
the
Kingston
Field
Naturalists
RW
Robert
Worona
KFN
3 or more members of
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WINTER SEASON

—

1986 Dec 1

—

1987 Feb 28

Ron D. Weir.
Warm weather during December continued into January resulting in a very late
freeze of the lake between Wolfe I. and Kingston. The weather for the Christmas
Counts seemed more like autumn than winter. A number of late lingering species
was recorded, six of which set record late dates. The first intense cold snap
occurred Feb 13—19 which started the freezing of the lake on the south side of
Amherst I. Unfortunately the Meadow Vole population on both Amherst and Wolfe
Islands had reached a low point. As a result, raptor numbers there were as low as
they have ever been. North of the city of Kingston, winter finches were fairly
numerous, but relatively few penetrated to city feeders.

~:
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Latest Ever Departures
Horned Grebe
Red—necked Grebe
Gray Catbird
Orange—crowned Warbler
Yellow—headed Blackbird
Brewer’s Blackbird

Jan
Jan
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

27 (1)
4 (1+1)
26 (1)
19 (1)
28 (1)
21 (1)

Bath
PEPt & Wolfe I.
Kingston
Garden Island
Lansdowne
Wolfe Island

KC
KFN
NN, PTN
LW,DVW
WC
1st
JP

73
63
68
84
in
82

Jan 6
Jan 1
Nov 18
Nov 4
autumn
Dec 21

SPECIES ACCOUNT
Red—throated Loon
Dec 21(1), Wolfe I., CV, RDW.
Common Loon
last one Jan 4(1), KFN.
Horned Grebe
last ones Dec 21(2) Wolfe I., KFN except for an injured bird
Jan 27(1) Bath, KC, which was rehabilitated and released.
Red—necked Grebe
to Jan 4(1) PEPt & Wolfe I., KFN.
Great Blue Heron
to Jan 4 (1) Inverary, KH.
Tundra Swan
Dec 6—14(2) Reed Bay, ‘~il-I et al~
Snow Goose
Dec 27 to Jan 4(2) Switzerville, KFN,
Canada Goose
to Jan 4(850) Wolfe I., KFN; to Jan 17(700) Amherst I., BG,
FA.
Black Duck
Jan 24(300) Dupont lagoon, VPM.
N. Pintail
Jan 25(1)
“
Canvasback
Feb 1(50)
“
“
Common Merganser
Jan 2(2000), Landon Bay, KFN.
Turkey Vulture
late birds Dec 20(1) Adolphüstown, AEB, GY et al. , 23(1)
Westport, B. & P. McQuay.
Bald Eagle —Dec 15(12) Hill & Wellesley Is., 21(2) Black Rapids, 25(1) Big
Rideau L., 28(1) Landon Bay, Jan 3(1 ad) & 24(1 ad) Portland, 25(1 ad,
1 im) Ivy Lea, 27(1 ad) Wolfe I., KFN.
Red—tailed Hawk
Dec 27(33) Napànee, KFN, only area of concentration.
Merlin
Dec 23(1)Amherst I., AS et al.
Peregrine Falcon
Jan 8(1) Leo Lake Rd.., fide MH; Feb 5(1) Collingwood
St.,FA.
Gray Partridge
Feb 8(9) Wolfe I., JHE et al.
Common Snipe
to Jan 24(4) Collins’ Bay, KFN.
Iceland Gull
Dec 20(1) Adoiphustown, 21(1) Wolfe I., 28(1) Ivy Lea, Jan
4(1) Collins Bay, 24(2) Washburn, GY, WC, RDW, JHE, VPM.
Glaucous Gull
Dec 20(1) Adoiphustown, 21(1) Wolfe I., Jan. 17(1), 24(7)
Washburn, RDW, CV, JHE, VPM.
Great Black—backed Gull
peaks Jan 1(100) Washburn, VPM, JHE, Jan 2(220)
Landon Bay, KFN.
Snowy Owl
Jan 1 to Feb 14 ( maximum of 6) Wolfe I., Jan 1
Feb (1)
Milihaven, Jan 17(2), Feb 15(none) Amherst I., KFN.
Barred Owl
Dec 20(1) Adolphustown, GY et al. ; Jan 2(1) Sand Lake, Mil;
25(1) Otter Lake Sanctuary; Feb 1(1) Westport Rd., JHE, VPM, RDW.
Short—eared Owl
Jan 1 to Feb 1 (up to 10) Lemoine’s Pt., MHE et al. , Jan
10 to Feb 8 (up to 4) Wolfe I., FA etal.
Great Gray Owl
Dec 8(1) outer Montreal St., T.Pick.
Red—bellied Woodpecker
Dec 1
21(1) Sydenham L., J.Atherton; 20(3) PEPt,
KFN; 21(1) Wolfe I., RDW; Dec 9(1) Nicholson’s Pt., JWB.
Red—headed Woodpecker
Jan 17(1) Amherst I., BG, FA.
Black—backed Woodpecker
Dec 29(1) Lombardy, WC; Feb 21 (1 female) south of
Flinton near Highway 7, VPM, RDW.
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Blue Bill
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March

Three—toed Woodpecker
Jan 17(1) Loughborough L., SD.
Common Flicker
Dec 18—29(9 in all) Kingston, KFN; Jan 7(1), 25(1), Feb
28(1), Kingston area & Wolfe I., WB, ‘1PM, FA, BG.
Common Raven
Feb 1(1) Hartington, P. Good.
Boreal Chickadee
Jan 17(3) Harrowsmith Bog, ‘1PM.
Red—breasted Nuthatch
fairly common in pine stands.
Winter Wren
Dec 21(2) Kingston, KFN.
Marsh Wren
Dec 21(1) Wolfe I., RDW
Hermit Thrush
Dec 20(1) PEPt; 29(1) Harrowsmith Bog, KFN.
American Robin
Feb 3(30) Loughborough, 3. & S. Davison.
Gray Catbird
to Dec 26(1) Wellington St., PTN, NN.
N.Mockingbird
to mid—January, King Pitt Road, E. & WP.
Brown Thrasher
Dec 1 to late Feb., Smiths Falls’ feeder, fide NH.
Bohemian Waxwing
Jan 1(2) Camden East, PG; 1(75) Chaff ey’s Locks, MH;
7(35) Delta, fide MH; 23(150) Sydenham, ST.
Orange—crowned Warbler
Dec 19(1) Garden I., DVW, LW.
Vesper Sparow
Dec 29(1) Colebrook, JP,RDW.
Lapland Longspur
Peaks Jan 3(140), 11(100) Wolfe I., KFN.
Snow Bunting
peaks Jan 4(2000) Amherst I., PG,JHE; 11(1500) Wolfe I, KFN.
Eastern Meadowlark
Feb 8(1) Wolfe I., RN et al.
Yellow—headed Blackbird
Dec 28(1) Lansdowne, WC, 1st ever in autumn or
winter.
Brewer’s Blackbird
Dec 21(1) Wolfe I., JP, M.Akey.
Pine Grosbeak
peaks Dec 23(174) Westport; Feb 1(100) Canoe Lake Road, KFN,
fairly common north of the city.
Purple Finch
to Jan 1(150) Napanee, MB,RR; then scarce.
Red Crossbill
Dec 21(1) Wolfe I., 23(10) Chaff ey’s Locks, Jan 25(5), Feb
21(2) Godfrey, JHE,RDW; Feb 21(12) Flinton area, VPM,RDW; 22(2) Hemlock
Park ,RDW.
Common Redpoll
Very common, peaks Dec 20(2919) PEPt, migration in
progress; 29(2877) Moscow, KFN; Jan 24(1000) Petworth Road, VPM,JIIE.
Hoary Redpoll
Dec 20(2) PEPt, 21(1) Kingston KFN; Jan 9(1), 24(1) Morton,
MH,Th; Feb 15(2) Wolfe I., KFN.
Pine Siskin
influx during early January in low numbers, peaks Jan 4(40)
Wolfe I., 10(52) Poison Park, KFN, JP.
Evening Grosbeak
Dec 23(440) Westport, 29(479) Moscow, Jan 7(92) near
Gananoque, KFN. Low numbers within Kingston city.
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M. Hendrick
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N. Nation
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P.T. Nation
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Bald Eagles Wintering on the St.Lawrence.
An international working group to monitor wintering populations
of Bald Eagles on the Upper St. Lawrence River was formed in January
with Gerry Smith of the Derby Hill Observatory and the Onondaga
Audubon Society as Chairman. The KFN was represented at the meeting
and we have volunteered to assist with surveys and monitoring in the
1987/88 season.
Please report any sightings of Bald Eagles to Jan McDonnell,
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Box 605, Oxford Ave.,
Brockville, Ontario K6V 5Z8 (Tel: 1—342—8524). Please include date,
time of day, exact location, direction of flight and any feeding or
roosting information if possible. Area to be covered by the study is
the Upper St. Lawrence River and not more than 20 miles inland north
of Kingston.
Faith Avis.
NATURALISTS’ WORKSHOP

—

Lake Opinicon

The Biology Department of Queen’s University is offering its
ninth annual residential workshop for naturalists May 23
30, 1987.
—

Field trips, seminars and displays to increase skills in field
identificatin of plants and animals are scheduled. Accommodation is
in small dormitories or cabins at the Lake Opinicon Biological
Station. Teachers, high school students, senior citizens,
interpreters, naturalists and professional biologists have all
participated in past sessions.
Maximum enrollment is 20 persons and the cost is $330.00
including accommodation, food, local transport, tuition and a manual.
(Students may be subsidized.) There is an impressive list of
instructors
experts on mammals, birds, plants, insects, fish,
amphibians, reptiles, astronomy, geology and soils.
—

For further information on this stimulating outdoor learning
experience write to Floyd Connor, Assistant Manager, Queen’s
University Biological Station, Box 31, R. R. 1, Elgin, Ontario KOG
lEO or telephone 1—359—5629.

